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Cal Names CurreNt 
Bam/PFa BuildiNg to 
HoNor Woo HoN Fai
We are pleased to share that UC Berkeley alumnus David Woo, who began his career as 
an architect working on the current home of the UC Berkeley Art Museum and Pacific 
Film Archive, has chosen to honor his late father, Woo Hon Fai, with a major gift to 
the campus. Chancellor Robert Birgeneau has directed $14 million of the $15 million 
contribution toward BAM/PFA’s new building campaign and $1 million to the College 
of Environmental Design for an endowed faculty chair. When BAM/PFA moves to its 
new home in downtown Berkeley, the current building will remain the Woo Hon Fai Hall. 
BAM/PFA is most grateful to Mr. Woo and his family for their generosity. 

Lawrence Rinder, Director

wELCOME, BABETTE! 
Proprietors Joan Ellis and Patrick Hooker have 
over twenty years experience cooking, baking, 
and catering in the Bay Area. Their new cafe at 
BAM/PFA offers weekly changing breakfast and 
lunch menus, based on locally sourced seasonal 
ingredients, and scrumptious housemade pas-
tries and coffee available throughout the day. 

“Our goal with Babette is to provide a warm and 
welcoming space where museum and theater visi-
tors, students and teachers, neighbors and friends 
can gather to enjoy delicious food and drink, share 
ideas, and build upon this vibrant community.”

LEFT TO RIgHT:  
Mrs. Woo Yeung Ming Lau, Mr. David Woo, Mrs. David Woo, and Chancellor Robert J. Birgeneau  
in front of the newly named Woo Hon Fai Hall. Photo: Peg Skorpinski.

Monday–Friday 8–4:30
Saturday–Sunday 11–4:30 
babettecafe.com

http://babettecafe.com
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Get More

Learn more about the L@TE programmers on our 

website, bampfa.berkeley.edu/late.

get updates about DJs and other L@TE artists at 

bampfa.berkeley.edu/late.

FRIdAy / 3.2.12
7:30

Music & FilM: tHe Goat FaMily & beiGe
PROgRAMMED BY KATHY gERITz

Doors 5:00, DJ 6:30

Join The goat Family—local filmmakers and musicians Rock Ross, 
Thad Povey, Cecil B. Feeder, Dan Janos, and Chris Santeramo 
—for an evening of film and foot-stompin’ music. Originally a jug band, 
they play an exuberant mix of bluegrass, country, and their own original 
tunes, using traditional and homemade instruments. Their “rambunc-
tious energy and fine pickin’” will have you dancing on BAMscape! 
Beige (local filmmakers Kent Long and Vanessa O'Neill) opens the 
evening with a double-projection film, the immersive and abstract 
Which Ceaselessly Float Up, and live sound by Long.

FRIdAy / 3.9.12
7:30edMund caMpion

PROgRAMMED BY SARAH CAHILL

Doors 5:00, RE@DS: Christian Nagler 5:30, DJ 6:30

Pioneer of computer-enhanced performance practice Edmund Campion 
transforms gallery B with sound and visuals, including video projection, 
a choir spread throughout the building, and his own brand of dynamic, 
buoyant electronic music. Designer Raveevarn Choksombatchai, artist 
and 3-D animator Claudia Hart, and the Cornelius Cardew Choir come 
together to collaborate with Campion, a codirector of UC Berkeley’s 
Center for New Music and Audio Technologies.

FRIdAy / 3.16.12
7:30

FlasHback 1970s: perForMances by  
linda Mary Montano, JiM MelcHert, 
adaM ii
PROgRAMMED BY CONSTANCE M. LEWALLEN

Doors 5:00, RE@DS: Ariel Goldberg 5:30, DJ 6:30

Flash back to the early years of BAM/PFA at this celebration of California 
performance art, presented in conjunction with the exhibition State of 
Mind: New California Art circa 1970. Three important performance art-
ists revisit works from the early 1970s: Linda Mary Montano meditates 
in a chicken bed, Jim Melchert does whatever the television tells him to 
do, and Adam II (the late Paul Cotton) presents “Mystical Body of The 
Astral-Naught Bride-groom (Living Sculpture) in Hir Present State of 
Herm-Aphroditic Metamorphosis,” which is exactly what it sounds like.

L@TE and E@RLY are made possible in part by the 
continued support of the BAM/PFA trustees. 

Admission is $7; free for BAM/PFA members and Cal students, 
faculty, and staff; free with same-day PFA Theater ticket.

L@TE : Galleries open until 9 p.m.

1. Amy X Neuburg, 4.13.12

2. The goat Family, 3.2.12

3. Edmund Campion, 3.9.12

4. The Sun (Part Two), 4.15.12
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SuNdAy / 4.15.12
12:00tHe sun (part two)

PROgRAMMED BY LAND AND SEA

Make rainbows amid the sonic explorations of Collin 
McKelvey (Orbless) and a choir of voices at Land and 
Sea’s second ode to the sun. Artist Chris Duncan leads 
a prism-making workshop so everyone can take home 
a rainbow, Bay Area sound artist McKelvey performs 
a sonic response to Paul Kos’s piece Sound of Ice 
Melting (on view in State of Mind: New California 
Art circa 1970), and the International Orange Chorale 
(hailed by San Francisco Classical Voice as “spot-on 
spectacular”) sings in celebration of the fiery orb.

e@rly 
SuNdAyS  

FRIdAy / 3.23.12
7:30Here is always  

soMewHere else
PROgRAMMED BY CONSTANCE M. LEWALLEN

Doors 5:00, RE@DS: Brian Ang 5:30, DJ 6:30

In 1975, California-based Dutch Conceptual artist 
Bas Jan Ader disappeared under mysterious circum-
stances at sea while attempting to cross the Atlantic 
in a small craft. Filmmaker Rene Daalder uses this 
story as the basis for a sweeping overview of con-
temporary art and an epic saga of the transformative 
powers of the ocean in his 2008 film Here Is Always 
Somewhere Else: The Life of Bas Jan Ader. Before the 
screening, immerse yourself in a recording of ARP’s 
meditative electronic musical work Odyssey (For Bas 
Jan Ader). In conjunction with the exhibition State 
of Mind: New California Art circa 1970.

FRIdAy / 4.13.12
7:30aMy X neuburG

PROgRAMMED BY SARAH CAHILL

Doors 5:00, RE@DS: Ted Rees 5:30, DJ 6:30

The Bay Area’s own brilliant and groundbreaking Amy 
X Neuburg expands her patented “avant-cabaret” 
sound to take on the acoustics of our atrium gallery 
with works for large ensemble and electronically 
processed voices. Neuburg, who has “scoped out 
her own territory in the gulf between pop and clas-
sical” (Village Voice), is joined by wild percussionist 
Moe! Staiano and a large chorus for an evening of 
wordless and nearly wordless songs.

l@te 
FRIdAy NIgHTS  

1 2 4
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THE REAdINg ROOM re@ds
BAM/PFA’s literary series RE@DS features eight 
young poets and writers of experimental fiction who 
present their own work in the context of another 
writer or artist who has been a source of inspiration. 
Each event takes place in The Reading Room at 5:30 
as part of our Friday night L@TE programming and 
is included with L@TE admission.

 FAREwELL TO 

baMscape!
THROugH APRIL 15

Over the past two years, L@TE audiences, Cal students, and 
other visitors to BAM/PFA’s gallery B have lounged, listened, 
studied, slept, chatted, and climbed on architect Thom Faulders’s 
BAMscape. This commissioned work—a hybrid of sculpture, fur-
niture, and stage—helped transform our central atrium into a 
space for performance and improvised experiences. Our inno-
vative L@TE performers interacted with the undulating orange 
landscape in unexpected ways: a Harupin-ha Butoh Dance Com-
pany performer rolled on BAMscape in a giant hamster ball, 
artist Parker Ito used it as a platform for video monitors, and 
experimental music duo Lucky Dragons made it the center of a 
communal music circle. After this L@TE season, BAMscape will 
be dismantled in order to prepare the gallery for our upcoming 
retrospective of San Francisco artist Barry Mcgee.

1

March 9: Christian Nagler is a writer, translator, and 
artist whose work has recently appeared in Fillip, 
Somatic Engagement (Chainlinks Press), and The 
Poetic Labor Project.

March 16: Ariel Goldberg is currently writing and 
performing The Photographer, an epistolary novel.

March 23: Brian Ang is the author of Communism 
(Berkeley Neo-Baroque, 2011) and Paradise Now 
(grey Book Press, 2011) and the editor of Armed 
Cell. He lives in Oakland.

April 13: Ted Rees is a poet and activist living in 
West Oakland, whose work can be found through 
the usual channels—just ask him.
 

1. george Schneeman and Bill 
Berkson: On the Offspring, 1969 
or 1970; mixed media on illustra-
tion board; 12 × 12 in.; gift of Katie 
Schneeman and Bill Berkson.

THROugH JuNE 17

CoNTiNuiNG ExhiBiTioN

The Reading Room is an exhibition of poetry and experimental fiction 
and an experiment in free exchange. Settle in and select a volume 
to read from the extensive array on our shelves and even take one 
home, as long as you eventually replace it with another book of your 
choosing. On display in The Reading Room are recently acquired 
works on paper that artist george Schneeman (1934–2009) made in 
collaboration with poets. 

2. Christian Nagler, 3.9.12

3. Ariel goldberg, 3.16.12

4. Brian Ang, 3.23.12

5.  Ted Rees, 4.13.12

3
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1

PuBLIC PROgRAMS

FRIdAy / 3.16.12 / 7:30 

L@TE: Flashback 1970s: Performances by  
Linda Mary Montano, Jim Melchert, Adam II p. 4

SATuRdAy / 3.17.12 / 1:30 

Sign-Language Interpreted Tour p. 10

FRIdAy / 3.23.12 / 7:30 

L@TE: Here Is Always Somewhere Else p. 4

SuNdAy / 4.15.12 / 3:00

gallery Conversation: Sabine Breitwieser and  
Constance M. Lewallen p. 10

SuNdAy / 4.29.12 / 2:00

Panel discussions: women, work, Role-Playing and 
Contemporary Practices p. 10

SELECTEd THuRSdAyS ANd SuNdAyS

guided Tours p. 10

IN THE MuSEuM STORE
State of Mind: New California art circa 1970, edited by  
Constance M. Lewallen and karen Moss with essays 
by Julia Bryan-wilson and Anne Rorimer. uC Press, 
hardcover, $39.95.

1. John Baldesarri: California 
Map Project Part I: California, 
1969/2009; color photographs 
and text; photographs 8 1/4 × 12 1/4 in. 
each, text 8 1/4 x 10 1/4 in.;  
courtesy of the artist, Santa 
Monica, California.

2. Linda Mary Montano: Chicken  
Dance: The Streets of San 
Francisco, 1972; performance 
documentation, color digital print; 
9 ½ × 14 in.; courtesy of the artist, 
Saugerties, New York. Photo: 
Mitchell Payne.

Get More

Download the State of Mind audioguide. Includes commentary by sixteen State of Mind artists and 
an introduction by co-curator Constance M. Lewallen. Listen online or download before your visit at 
bampfa.berkeley.edu/som_guide.

2
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THROugH JuNE 17

CoNTiNuiNG ExhiBiTioN

State of Mind: New California Art circa 1970 offers 
the first in-depth survey of Conceptual art and related 
avant-garde activities in both Northern and Southern 
California during a pivotal period in contemporary 
art. Organized as part of Pacific Standard Time, the 
exhibition showcases more than 150 works of art—
installations, photographs, videos and films, artists’ 
books, and extensive performance documentation—that 
demonstrate the critical role of California artists in the 
development of Conceptual art and other new genres.

California attracted artists seeking alternatives to 
traditional modes of art making because the state 
was emerging as an incubator for social change and a 
youth-oriented counterculture. New York represented 
tradition, California the future. The distance from the 
New York art press, commercial galleries, and museums 
gave artists greater freedom to experiment as they 
challenged the definition of art, the role of the artist, 

and the academic and institutional structures of the 
art world. Key aspects of contemporary art practice—
collectivity, ephemerality, body-oriented performance, 
the merging of art and life, political commentary, and 
social interaction—appeared in California Conceptual-
ism and related practices during this formative period 
and have continued to influence artists for more than 
forty years. Perhaps the most enduring legacy of early 
California Conceptualism, however, was its diversity, 
which impressed upon succeeding generations a broader 
understanding of what art could be.

State of Mind features works by sixty artists and collec-
tives, some of who are now internationally known—Ant 
Farm, John Baldesarri, Chris Burden, Lynn Hershman, 
Bruce Nauman, Martha Rosler, Ed Ruscha—and others 
who are less recognized but merit renewed attention. 
Organized thematically, the exhibition brings together 
artists whose works are not usually seen together to 
underscore their related interests and to provide a 
fresh perspective on the development of Conceptual 
art in California.

State of Mind: New California Art circa 1970 is supported by a 
grant from the getty Foundation as part of the unprecedented 
collaborative initiative Pacific Standard Time: Art in L.A. 1945–
1980. Additional support for State of Mind has been provided 
by the National Endowment for the Arts. Support from Ms. 
Robin Wright and Mr. Ian Reeves has made possible the 
presentation of the pressured air work of Michael Asher. The 
catalog is supported in part by the getty Foundation and by 
Furthermore: a program of the J.M. Kaplan Fund. State of Mind 
is co-organized by BAM/PFA and the Orange County Museum 
of Art (OCMA) and  co-curated by Constance M. Lewallen, 
adjunct curator at BAM/PFA, and Karen Moss, adjunct curator 
at OCMA.  

Significant funding for the OCMA presentation of State of Mind 
is provided by Dr. Rosalyn M. Laudati and Dr. James Pick. The 
presentation of State of Mind at BAM/PFA is made possible in 
part by the continued support of the BAM/PFA Trustees.

state oF Mind: new caliFornia art  
circa 1970
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TABLES OF CONTENT: RAy JOHNSON & ROBERT wARNER  
BOB BOX ARCHIvE  
MATRIX 241

PuBLIC PROgRAM
wEdNESdAy / 4.18.12 / 12:00

gALLERy TALk 
dICkRAN TASHJIAN  

p. 10

ANdy wARHOL: POLAROIdS
MATRIX 240

THROugH MAy 20

CoNTiNuiNG ExhiBiTioN

Meet celebrities and other fabulous people in this diverse selection 
of portraits taken by Warhol in the 1970s and 1980s with his favorite 
camera, the Polaroid Big Shot. A generous gift from the Andy Warhol 
Foundation for the Visual Arts, these images reveal a little-known but 
seminal aspect of Warhol’s practice.

Andy Warhol: Polaroids / MATRix 240 is organized by Curatorial Intern Fabian 
Leyva-Barragan and Assistant Curator Stephanie Cannizzo. Special thanks to The 
Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts for making this exhibition possible.

Andy Warhol: Frau Buch, 12/1980; Polacolor 2; 4 1/4 x 3 ⅜ in.; gift of The Andy 
Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts.

THROugH MAy 20

CoNTiNuiNG ExhiBiTioN

The collagist Robert Warner has arranged the contents 
of thirteen boxes given to him by reclusive artist 
Ray Johnson (the “Bob Boxes”) on tables and on 
the gallery walls. The collages, letters, drawings, 
beach trash and other found objects reveal Johnson’s 
stream-of-consciousness flow through the matter 
and memory of everyday life. 

Tables of Content is organized by Lucinda Barnes,  
chief curator and director of programs and collections,  
in collaboration with Robert Warner. 

The MATRIX Program at the UC Berkeley Art Museum 
and Pacific Film Archive is made possible by a generous 
endowment gift from Phyllis C. Wattis and the continued 
support of the BAM/PFA Trustees.

Ray Johnson and Robert Warner: Untitled valise from Bob  
Box Archive, 1988–95; mixed media; dimensions variable.  
Photo: Tod Lippy, from Esopus 16 (Spring 2011).
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SuN wORkS

THROugH MAy 6

CoNTiNuiNG ExhiBiTioN

Sun Works features a 1979 work by Conceptual artist Sarah Charlesworth and a new 
piece by emerging Bay Area artist Chris McCaw. Charlesworth’s Arc of Total Eclipse (1979) 
tracks a solar eclipse across the front pages of multiple newspapers; McCaw’s Sunburned 
GSP #488 (2011) captures the path of the sun on a paper negative. Both pieces evoke 
the very origin of the medium while questioning the role of the photograph as a simple 
representation of reality. 

Sarah Charlesworth: Arc of Total Eclipse, February 26, 1979, 1979/2010 (detail); twenty-nine Fuji Crystal 
archive prints; dimensions variable; gift of Seymour and Alyce Lazar, new printing made possible by a 
bequest of Phoebe Apperson Hearst.

HIMALAyAN PILgRIMAgE:  
JOuRNEy TO THE LANd OF SNOwS

THROugH 2013

CoNTiNuiNG ExhiBiTioN

Explore the journey of Buddhism across several centuries and from India into Tibet through 
exquisite sculptures and paintings dating from the ninth to the eighteenth centuries.

Life of the Buddha Shakyamuni; Central Tibet, 12th–14th century; opaque pigments and gold on 
cotton; 30 ⅛ × 23 in.; on long-term loan from a private collection.

ABSTRACT EXPRESSIONISMS:
PAINTINgS ANd dRAwINgS  
FROM THE COLLECTION

THROugH JuNE 10

CoNTiNuiNG ExhiBiTioN

Come spend some time with the work of seminal Abstract Expressionists this spring 
at BAM/PFA. Forceful paintings by Mark Rothko, Willem de Kooning, Hans Hofmann, 
William Baziotes, Asger Jorn, Philip guston, and others hang in light-filled gallery A, 
while gallery C displays rarely seen works on paper by artists including Sam Francis, 
Mark Tobey, Antonio Saura, and Norman Bluhm.

Willem de Kooning: The Marshes, 1945; charcoal and oil on composition board; 32 × 23 ⅞ in.;  
gift of Julian J. Aberbach and Jerry ganz.
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IN PERSON / gALLERIES

STATE OF MINd: NEw CALIFORNIA ART CIRCA 1970

SuNdAy / 4.15.12 / 3:00

gALLERy CONvERSATION: SABINE BREITwIESER 
ANd CONSTANCE M. LEwALLEN
Museum of Modern Art Chief Curator for Media and Performance Art 
Sabine Breitwieser offers her response to State of Mind: New Califor-
nia Art circa 1970 in a lively and informative gallery conversation with 
exhibition co-curator Constance M. Lewallen.

Sabine Breitwieser is visiting uC Berkeley as a Regent’s Lecturer, sponsored by 
the Arts Research Center.

All gallery programs included with museum admission, unless otherwise noted.

1. Martha Rosler: Bowl of Fruit, 
from the series Body Beautiful, or 
Beauty Knows No Pain, 1966–72; 
photomontage; 20 × 16 in.; 
courtesy of the artist, Brooklyn, 
New York and Mitchell-Innes and 
Nash gallery, New York. 

2. Ray Johnson: Untitled 
correspondence from Bob Box 
Archive, 1988–95; mixed media. 
From Esopus 16 (Spring 2011).

TABLES OF CONTENT: RAy JOHNSON ANd ROBERT 
wARNER BOB BOX ARCHIvE / MATRIX 241
wEdNESdAy / 4.18.12 / 12:00

gALLERy TALk: dICkRAN TASHJIAN
Cultural historian Dickran Tashjian, UC Irvine professor emeritus of art 
history, shares his insights into the work of Ray Johnson with reference 
to the culture of correspondence art, the social life of the American 
avant-garde, and the work of Joseph Cornell.

SuNdAy / 4.29.12 / 2:00

PANEL dISCuSSIONS: 
wOMEN, wORk, ROLE-PLAyINg 
CONTEMPORARy PRACTICES
Join us for two panel discussions in conjunction with State of Mind: 
New California Art circa 1970. In Women, Work, Role-Playing, chaired 
by Associate Professor Julia Bryan-Wilson (UC Berkeley), artists Lynn 
Hershman, Suzanne Lacy, and Bonnie Sherk and art historian Moira 
Roth consider how feminist artists in the 1970s practiced, embodied, 
and performed various types of gendered labor. In Contemporary 
Practices, artists Anne Walsh and Mario garcia Torres, curators Jens 
Hoffmann and Rudolf Frieling, and exhibition curators Constance M. 
Lewallen and Karen Moss explore the influence of the radical art of the 
late 1960s and early 1970s on contemporary art practices. Preceded 
by a guided tour at 1:00.

SELECTEd THuRSdAyS ANd SuNdAyS

guIdEd TOuRS 
See calendar for the schedule

Tour guides are UC Berkeley graduate students Elizabeth Ferrell and 
Laura Richard from History of Art, Erin Johnson from Art Practice, 
Jennifer Pranolo from Film and Media, and Ashley Ferro-Murray from 
Theater, Dance, and Performance Studies.

SATuRdAy / 3.17.12 / 1:30 

SIgN-LANguAgE INTERPRETEd TOuR 
Expert American Sign Language interpreter Patricia Lessard, a specialist 
in the interpretation of visual art, presents an engaging tour of State 
of Mind: New California Art circa 1970 with a UC Berkeley graduate 
student tour guide.
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BEHINd THE SCENES: THE ART ANd CRAFT OF CINEMA

COSTuME dESIgNER dEBORAH 
NAdOOLMAN LANdIS
THuRSdAy / 4.5.12 / 7:00

An illustrated talk by costume designer Deborah 
Nadoolman Landis, followed by a screening of ¡Three 
Amigos! introduced by director John Landis. P. 24

FRIdAy / 4.6.12 / 7:00

Costume designers Aggie Guerard Rodgers and 
Deborah Nadoolman Landis in conversation following 
a screening of American Graffiti. P. 24

THE LIBRARy LOvER:  
THE FILMS OF RAúL RuIz
SuNdAy / 3.18.12 / 6:00

Journalist, teacher, and producer of the Radio 
Proust website Larry Bensky introduces Ruiz’s Time 
Regained. P. 14

A TRIBuTE TO JOSé SARAMAgO 
(1922–2010) 
SuNdAy / 3.4.12 / 4:30

orlanda de Azevedo introduces José and Pilar. P. 16

43

1. José and Pilar, 3.4.12

2. Cherylene Lee, 3.11.12

3. Time Regained, 3.18.12

4. ¡Three Amigos!, 4.5.12

5. Distinguished Flying Cross, 3.21.12

6. Kevin Brownlow, 3.30.12

7. Cine/Spin, 4.12.12

8. James Ivory, 4.7.12.  

© Merchant Ivory Productions. Photo: Seth Rubin.

1

2

dOCuMENTARy vOICES
wEdNESdAy / 3.21.12 / 7:00 

Distinguished Flying Cross with filmmaker  
Travis Wilkerson in person. P. 25

SAN FRANCISCO INTERNATIONAL 
ASIAN AMERICAN FILM FESTIvAL
SuNdAy / 3.11.12 / 6:00

Pioneering Asian American entertainer Cherylene 
Lee (Flower Drum Song) reads from her memoir and 
shows stills and clips from her remarkable career. P. 22

We anticipate other specials guests at SFIAAFF 
screenings—check bampfa.berkeley.edu for updates.

11  BAM / PFA

SPECIAL EvENT: kEvIN BROwNLOw 
ON NAPOLEON

FRIdAy / 3.30.12 / 7:00

Renowned film historian Kevin Brownlow discusses his 
involvement in the restoration of Abel gance’s Napo-
leon, with live accompaniment by Judith Rosenberg  
on piano. P. 16 

IN PERSON   
PFA THEATER

6 7

5

8

AFTERIMAgE:  
JAMES IvORy, THREE FILMS  
FROM NOvELS
SATuRdAy / 4.7.12 / 4:00

Phillip Lopate introduces Chekhov for Children, a 
documentary recounting the impact of his projects 
as a writer in the New York City public schools. P. 17

SATuRdAy / 4.7.12 / 7:00

Director James ivory, of Merchant Ivory Productions, 
in conversation with essayist and film critic Phillip 
Lopate after a screening of A Soldier’s Daughter 
Never Cries. P. 17

CINE/SPIN: TOTALLy  
SuRREAL, TOTALLy
THuRSdAy / 4.12.12 / 7:30

Cal student DJs spin to Cocteau’s Blood of a Poet 
and surprise shorts. P. 26

http://bampfa.berkeley.edu
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As Hitler’s influence grew in 1930s germany, artists and intellectuals fled the coun-

try; whether because they were Jewish or held contrary political views, they saw 

their lives or livelihoods threatened by the emerging fascist reign. The german film 

industry was not immune to this flight and the decade witnessed the exodus of a host 

of important filmmakers—directors, cinematographers, screenwriters, and others. 

Hollywood became a haven for these hasty émigrés—by the early forties tinsel town 

had a thriving contingent of german-speaking filmmakers, including Otto Preminger, 

Max Ophuls, Douglas Sirk, Billy Wilder, Robert Siodmak, Fritz Lang, Edgar g. Ulmer, 

and many others. grateful for any assignment, these veteran directors took on low-

budget B-movies, turning them into highly effective, emotionally resonant, darkly 

dramatized mysteries and crime stories, later to be known as noirs. It’s said that the 

greatest contribution of this group of directors was the shadow-laden mise-en-scène 

with its brooding urban cityscapes distilled from german Expressionism. But as you 

shall see from these eight noirs by eight directors, much more than rain-spattered 

streets and crepuscular lighting links them. Many of these bristling features, from 

Max Ophuls’s Caught to Curtis Bernhardt’s High Wall, from William Dieterle’s Dark 

City to Otto Preminger’s Where the Sidewalk Ends, share a belief that authority is 

necessarily corrupt, that institutions are to be mistrusted, that what is worst in us will 

come to light, and, finally, that no one can shake their dark past. 

Steve Seid, Video Curator

Dark Past: Film Noir by German émigrés is presented as a complement to a noir course taught by 
Professor Tony Kaes this spring at UC Berkeley. Special thanks to Steven Hill, the UCLA Film and 
Television Archive; Eddie Muller, The Film Noir Foundation; Rob Stone, The Library of Congress, Motion 
Picture Division; The Film Foundation; and the distributors that still support 35mm prints: Paramount 
Pictures, Sony Pictures, Universal Pictures, and Criterion Pictures. Program notes by Steve Seid.

1/2

Get More

Find expanded film notes and selected trailers on our website, bampfa.berkeley.edu.

Purchase advance tickets on our website, bampfa.berkeley.edu.

THuRSdAy / 3.1.12 
7:00tHe dark past

RUDOLPH MATé (U.S., 1948)

[A] lucid, taut, and adult melodrama . . .  well worth watching again.  
NEW YORK TIMES

Held hostage in a lakeside cabin by pathological thug Al Walker (Wil-

liam Holden), Dr. Collins (Lee J. Cobb) overwhelms his captor using a 

single weapon, a book entitled The Criminal Mind and Insanity. Criminal 

psychologist Collins unravels the nightmare that has plagued Walker, 

brilliantly visualized by director Maté, the lensman behind The Passion of 

Joan of Arc. In this taut siege story, the claustrophobic cabin becomes 

the equivalent of a compressed Freudian fantasy that includes a helpful 

lecture on how the conscious and unconscious minds are separated by 

a “censor band.” When The Dark Past dissolves that band, the emitted 

light is blinding.

Written by Philip MacDonald, Michael Blankfort, Albert Duffy, adapted by Malvin 
Wald, Oscar Saul from the play Blind Alley by James Warwick. Photographed 
by Joseph Walker. With William Holden, Nina Foch, Lee J. Cobb. (75 mins, B&W, 
35mm, From Sony Pictures Releasing)

8:40sHockprooF
DOUgLAS SIRK (U.S., 1949)

Sam Fuller’s original script might have been called All That Heaven 

Should Allow. It’s a noir that stumbled out of a dark alley and into the 

harsh light of melodrama, Douglas Sirk’s beat. griff (Cornel Wilde) is 

a tough parole officer until he’s assigned the curvaceous ex-con Jenny 

(Patricia Knight), a bleached bombshell whose backstory is a “swill pile.” 

griff sees past the swill to the swell beneath. “You’ve got to change 

your brand of men,” he demands, and goes about rebranding himself. 

Soon, the lovers are on the lam. This eccentric melo-noir rewards time 

off for bad behavior.

Written by Helen Deutsch, Samuel Fuller. Photographed by Charles Lawton Jr. 
With Cornel Wilde, Patricia Knight, John Baragrey, Esther Minciotti. (79 mins, 
B&W, 35mm, From Sony Pictures Releasing)

Fi
lM

s

dark past:  
FilM noir by 
GerMan éMiGrés 

http://bampfa.berkeley.edu
http://bampfa.berkeley.edu
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SATuRdAy / 3.24.12
8:35stranGe illusion

EDgAR g. ULMER (U.S., 1945)  ARCHIVAL PRINT!

Frail and squeamish, the young Paul Cartwright 

(James Lydon) is haunted by dreams of his father, 

who died in a questionable car wreck. These aren’t 

just bad dreams, but visions that predict unfolding 

events. And, as predicted, along comes a shadowy 

man claiming to be Paul’s father, resolved into the 

form of Brett Curtis (Warren William). Paul gleefully 

sets out to solve the mystery of his dad’s demise and 

the truth of uncouth Curtis, committing himself to 

an asylum run by a conniving shrink (Charles Arnt). 

Strange Illusion dwells on the stuff of psychoanalysis 

with its dreamscapes, father figures, and compulsive 

motivations. 

Written by Adele Commandini, based on a story by Fritz 
Rotter and on Shakespeare’s Hamlet. Photographed by 
Philip Tannura. With James Lydon, Sally Eilers, Warren 
William, Regis Toomey. (83 mins, B&W, 35mm, From the 
Library of Congress. Preserved by the Library of Congress)

FRIdAy / 4.13.12 
7:00cauGHt

MAX OPHULS (U.S., 1949)   
ARCHIVAL PRESERVATION PRINT!

How do you fit a Cinderella story into a noir slip-

per? Just cast Robert Ryan as a psychopathic Prince 

Charming, complete with a baronial mansion on Long 

Island. His princess is Leonora (Barbara Bel geddes), 

a charm-school graduate who hooks her dream hus-

band, only to see the dream end and the nightmare 

begin. Confined within their opulent manse, her own 

personal guantanamo, Leonora escapes to the Lower 

East Side where she meets a self-sacrificing doctor 

played by James Mason. Lensed with claustrophobic 

care by the great Lee garmes, Caught reminds us that 

the promises of the one percent go bad ninety-nine 

percent of the time.

Written by Arthur Laurents, from the novel Wild Calendar 
by Libbie Block. Photographed by Lee garmes. With James 
Mason, Barbara Bel geddes, Robert Ryan, Ruth Brady. (88 
mins, B&W, 35mm, From UCLA Film and Television Archive, 
permission Paramount Pictures. Preservation funded by 
The Film Foundation.)

THuRSdAy / 3.8.12 
7:00HiGH wall

CURTIS BERNHARDT (U.S., 1948)  NEW ARCHIVAL PRINT!

Found unconscious behind the wheel of his wrecked 

car, his strangled wife beside him, Steve Kenet (Robert 

Taylor) quickly confesses to murdering his two-timing 

spouse. Then the seemingly simple case crumbles: 

Steve, a highly decorated WWII pilot, has had brain 

surgery that causes blackouts. Is he hiding behind his 

hematoma? Or is he the genuine damaged goods? 

A short sojourn at the Hamelin County Psychiatric 

Hospital should reveal the secret of his psyche. High 

Wall has all the symptoms of a neurotic noir, especially 

Taylor’s vulnerable vet, dogged by his own desire for 

redemption and smothered by the taunting shadows 

of the psychiatric hospital.

Written by Sydney Boehm, Lester Cole, based on the novel 
by Alan R. Clark. Photographed by Paul Vogel. With Robert 
Taylor, Audrey Totter, Herbert Marshall, Dorothy Patrick. 
(98 mins, B&W, 35mm, From UCLA Film and Television 
Archive, permission Warner Bros. New 35mm print funded 
by The Film Noir Foundation.)

THuRSdAy / 3.22.12
7:00wHere tHe sidewalk ends

OTTO PREMINgER (U.S., 1950)

An ostensibly simple tale, told with dark and 
ferocious intensity. SENSES OF CINEMA

Mark Dixon (Dana Andrews) don’t take no guff. get 

in his face, cross him, and things happen, bad things. 

Trouble is he’s a cop, a tough cop who’s lost his balance. 

He’s got no room for ambiguity. It’s either right or 

wrong. Then he crosses the line: Dixon accidentally 

kills a suspect, then covers it up. As luck would have 

it, Dixon’s lax lieutenant (Karl Malden) assigns him 

the case and so he points an incriminating finger at 

a local thug. “Innocent people can get into terrible 

jams,” Dixon says, getting to the dark heart of a world 

where crooks and cops sup at the same table. 

Written by Ben Hecht, based on the novel Night Cry by 
William L. Stuart. Photographed by Joseph LaShelle. With 
Dana Andrews, gene Tierney, gary Merrill, Karl Malden.  
(95 mins, B&W, 35mm, From Criterion Pictures)

3 4

1. Shockproof, 3.1.12

2. The Dark Past, 3.1.12

3. Criss Cross, 4.13.12

4. Where the Sidewalk Ends, 3.22.12

8:50criss cross
ROBERT SIODMAK (U.S., 1949)

Fatality hangs over Criss Cross like a thickening mist. 

Love-weary Steve Thompson (Burt Lancaster), haunted 

by the memory of his calculating ex, Anna (Yvonne 

De Carlo), draws her new lover Slim Dundee (Dan 

Duryea) into a bank heist in the hope of winning Anna 

back. “From the beginning,” Steve concludes, “it all 

went one way. It was in the cards, or it was fate, or a 

jinx, or whatever you want to call it.” Set in a cramped 

slice of Los Angeles—a flophouse on Bunker Hill, a 

sliver of a dim bar, the vertiginous Angel’s Flight 

funicular—the city becomes an inescapable reminder 

of life’s appalling indifference. 

Written by Daniel Fuchs, from the novel by Don Tracy. 
Photographed by Franz Planer. With Burt Lancaster, 
Yvonne De Carlo, Dan Duryea, Stephen McNally. (87 mins, 
B&W, 35mm, From Universal Pictures)

SuNdAy / 4.15.12 
6:15dark city

WILLIAM DIETERLE (U.S., 1950)

In his debut screen role, Charlton Heston plays Dan 

Haley, an alienated vet turned small-time gambler 

who isn’t so much pursued (by the cops, a lounge 

singer, a widowed suburbanite) as he is fleeing from 

his own disillusionment. After fleecing a fellow veteran 

(Don Defore), Dan and his gang of low-ball hustlers 

(Ed Begley, Jack Webb, and Harry Morgan), find 

themselves the quarry of a psycho-killer bent on 

revenge. The setting of Dark City is noir from its 

beat-up bookie joints and glistening nightclubs to 

its grimy hotel rooms. But director Dieterle seems 

intent on redeeming his gooey-eyed gambler, who 

sees the cards stacked against him. 

Written by John Meredyth Lucas, Larry Marcus, adapted  
by Ketti Frings from a story by Marcus. Photographed  
by Victor Milner. With Charlton Heston, Lizabeth Scott, 
Viveca Lindfors, Dean Jagger. (97 mins, B&W, 35mm,  
From Paramount Pictures)
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Get More

Find expanded film notes and selected trailers on 
our website, bampfa.berkeley.edu.

1/2

FRIdAy / 3.2.12
7:00Mysteries oF lisbon

RAúL RUIz (PORTUgAL/FRANCE, 2010)

The most glorious achievement of Ruiz’s prodigious 
career and one of the first cinematic masterpieces of 
this century. FILM COMMENT

(Mistérios de Lisboa). The noble and the damned are 

interchangeable in Raúl Ruiz’s magisterial gambit 

on the art of storytelling, based on a nineteenth-

century Portuguese novel yet more radical than any 

contemporary tale. A young Lisbon orphan wonders 

who he is, but soon every possible identity comes into 

question, especially as flashbacks, flash-forwards, 

and tales within tales spiral forth. What remains is the 

sumptuous setting: a decadent Old World Portugal 

of crumbling estates and extravagant ballrooms. 

A tale of tales, of orphans, counts, and duels, this 

costume metadrama is Dickens filtered through a 

Surrealist’s gaze, and a fitting summation of Ruiz’s 

artistry. JASoN SANDERS

Written by Carlos Saboga, based on the book by Camilo 
Castelo Branco. Photographed by André Szankowski. With 
Adriano Luz, Maria Joäo Bastos, Ricardo Pereira, Clotilde 
Hesme. (272 mins, In Portuguese with English subtitles, 
Color, Blu-ray, From Music Box Films)

SATuRdAy / 3.3.12
8:30tHree lives and only  

one deatH
RAúL RUIz (FRANCE/PORTUgAL, 1996)

A brilliant comedy . . . sexy . . . elegantly surreal. NEW 

YORK TIMES

(Trois vies et une seule mort). In his second-to-last role, 

Marcello Mastroianni stars as a husband, a professor, 

a butler, and a businessman in Ruiz’s light-hearted, 

Borgesian salute to fantasy life and the telling of 

tales, arguably the director’s most accessible and 

commercially successful film involving the complete 

destruction of narrative. Four tales are united by 

a liberated-looking Mastroianni and the surrealist 

trickery (both visual and narrative) of Ruiz, at the 

top of his game—and now, thanks to Mastroianni’s 

involvement, with a budget to match. JASoN SANDERS

Written by Ruiz, Pascal Bonitzer. Photographed by Laurent 
Machuel. With Marcello Mastroianni, Anna galiena, Marisa 
Paredes, Melvil Poupaud. (123 mins, In French with English 
subtitles, Color, 35mm, From Le Petit Bureau)

SuNdAy / 3.18.12
6:00tiMe reGained

RAúL RUIz (FRANCE/ITALY/PORTUgAL, 1999)

iNTRoDuCTioN Larry Bensky

Larry Bensky is executive producer of the website 
radioproust.org and teaches classes on Proust at the 
UC Berkeley Osher Lifetime Learning Center.

(Le temps retrouvé). Ruiz’s adaptation of the final 

volume of In Search of Lost Time is a film at once 

wholly faithful to Proust and to the distinctive vision 

of its director. Inventing a cinematic equivalent to 

the novelist’s “involuntary memory,” Ruiz creates a 

permeable fiction in which every image opens on 

another, and every level of the remembrance—from 

Marcel’s cozy childhood memories to his struggles to 

recall the past—exists on the same plane. The film is 

a casting miracle, as the actors (leading figures of the 

contemporary French cinema, plus John Malkovich) are 

perfect physical and emotional matches for Proust’s 

characters. DAvE KEhR, SFiFF 2000

Written by gilles Taurand, Ruiz, based on the book by 
Marcel Proust. Photographed by Ricardo Aronovich. With 
Catherine Deneuve, Emmanuelle Béart, Vincent Perez, John 
Malkovich. (162 mins, 35mm, From Kino Lorber, Inc.)

Please note that the streets surrounding BAM/PFA  

will be closed on March 18 between 6 a.m. and 5 p.m.  

for the UC Berkeley Road Race Weekend.

The Return of a Library Lover is the title of an autobiographical 

short by Chilean director Raúl Ruiz, and looking over his 

remarkable filmography it’s easy to see why: adaptations of 

Dante, Kafka, Proust, Calderón, Pierre Klossowski, Camilo 

Castelo Branco, and Sadegh Hedayat dot his career, while a 

list of citations could include Borges, Lacan, Le Petit Prince, 

and nineteenth-century Catholic thought—often in the same 

film. Intensely cerebral, his films are also highly entertain-

ing, often hilarious, and always surprising. “The world of 

his movies . . . is at once soothingly, elegantly familiar and 

booby-trapped with surprises,” wrote A. O. Scott. “There 

are sudden disappearances, long-buried secrets coming to 

light, supernatural happenings and bizarre coincidences. 

In his universe, improbability is the rule.” 

Born in Chile in 1941, Ruiz studied law and theology before 

attending film school in Argentina. Returning to Chile, he 

completed only a handful of works before the 1973 military 

coup forced him into exile in France, where he began a 

nearly forty-year career spanning several continents. Early 

successes funded by European television led to bigger 

budgets—by the mid-1990s Ruiz was able to work with 

such international stars as John Malkovich (Time Regained), 

Catherine Deneuve (Geneologies of a Crime), and Marcello 

Mastroianni (Three Lives and Only One Death). 

Ruiz passed away in August of 2011, having completed one 

last film in his native Chile after the international success of 

Mysteries of Lisbon. His films embrace a “logic governed by 

miracles,” as he wrote, a “poetics of cinema” that remains 

unmatched in its freedom. 

Jason Sanders, Film Notes Writer

Series curated by Kathy geritz. With thanks to Valeria Sarmentio; 
Marie Bonnel, Ministère des Affaires Etrangères, Paris; Denis Bisson, 
Cultural Attaché, Consulate general of France, San Francisco;  
Suzanne Fedak, Music Box Films; gary Palmucci, Kino Lorber, Inc.; 
Jackie Raynal; Andrew Youdell, Annabelle Shaw, BFI Collections; 
guillemette Laucoin, La Cinémathèque de Toulouse.
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tHe FilMs oF

 raúl ruiz

http://bampfa.berkeley.edu.
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FRIdAy / 3.23.12
6:45 tHe HypotHesis oF tHe  

stolen paintinG
RAúL RUIz (FRANCE, 1979)

(L’hypothèse du tableau volé). A satire on the urge 

to define and thus control art, The Hypothesis of the 

Stolen Painting follows a doddering art collector as 

he pontificates on several paintings by a great artist 

that he has recreated in human form in the rooms of 

his monstrous estate. Quizzed by a somewhat restless 

narrator, our collector turns his theories one way, 

then another, fishing for meanings in an increasingly 

emptying sea. On one level, Hypothesis parodies 

creaky intro-to-art public television shows; for Ruiz, 

it’s also a detective story in which the pleasure “comes 

not from solving the mystery, but from moving from 

one level of interpretation to another.” JASoN SANDERS

Written by Ruiz, Pierre Klossowski. Photographed by Sacha 
Vierny. With Jean Rougeul, gabriel gascon, Chantal Paley, 
Jean Raynaud. (66 mins, In French with English subtitles, 
B&W, 35mm, From Jackie Raynall)

PRECEDED BY: DoG’S DiALoGuE  (Le colloque de chiens, 
Raúl Ruiz, France, 1977). For this delightful film , Ruiz 
took a lurid tale found in a popular press crime maga-
zine, cut out phrases and made a new story. RICHARD PEñA  
(18 mins, In French with English subtitles, Color, 35mm, From 
BFI Collections, permission Valeria Sarmiento)

Total running time: 84 mins

wEdNESdAy / 4.4.12
7:00 tHe penal colony

RAúL RUIz (CHILE, 1971)

(La colonia penal). Loosely adapting a Kafka story, 

Ruiz creates a satirical power allegory worthy of 

both Jonathan Swift and Eduardo galeano. A small 

Latin American country, after “attempts to exploit its 

guano resources failed,” has nothing left to export 

except the only thing the First World expects from 

it: atrocity. A willing journalist is given a tour of the 

country’s torture mills, military repressions, and natural 

disasters, with a few traditional songs thrown in for 

3

1. Time Regained, 3.18.12

2. Mysteries of Lisbon, 3.2.12

3. Three Lives and Only One Death, 3.3.12

4. Tres Tristes Tigres, 4.14.12

good measure. (“I like you people because you’re 

so like children!” she chirps.) Absurd, hilarious, and 

unsparing of Third and First Worlds alike, The Penal 

Colony is also—unfortunately—timeless. JASoN SANDERS

Written by Ruiz, based on the story by Franz Kafka. 
Photographed by Hector Rios. With Monica Echeveria, Luis 
Alarcón, Anibal Reyna, Nelson Villagra. (67 mins, In Spanish 
with English subtitles, B&W, 16mm, From BFI Collections, 
permission Valeria Sarmiento)

Followed by:

a tv dante: cantos 9–14
RAúL RUIz (U.K., 1991)

Raúl Ruiz has seen hell and come back to report on 

it. The filmmaker returns to Santiago, his home prior 

to Pinochet’s coup, and stages a selection of Dante’s 

cantos amidst the mundane goings-on of the city. 

Santiago as a metaphorical hell summons a bounty 

of past and present social inequities, foregrounding 

the allegorical aspects of the Inferno. But Ruiz is also 

the consummate visual stylist. His imagined city has 

an uncanny sense of the familiar made unrecogniz-

able through grotesque imagery. A nightmarish state 

embraces the film, intimating the proximity of horror, 

of a near and waiting abyss. STEvE SEiD 

Based on Dante’s Inferno, translated by Tom Phillips. With 
Fernando Bordeau, Francisco Reyes, and the voices of 
John gielgud, Bob Peck. (66 mins, Color, 3/4” video, PFA 
Collection)

Total running time: 133 mins

SATuRdAy / 4.14.12
6:00 tres tristes tiGres

RAúL RUIz (CHILE, 1968)

(a.k.a. Three Sad Tigers). Ruiz’s debut feature adapts 

a popular play involving a seedy older brother who 

prostitutes his younger sister. Positioned in opposition 

to then-popular Mexican melodramas, the film point-

edly disregards their overly dramatic aesthetics and 

creates instead a hyper-realist, Cassavettes-like style 

more concerned with everyday realities. “I wanted 

the spectators to recognize themselves,” Ruiz noted. 

Creating a Chilean New Wave from scratch—the mainly 

Argentine crew were culled from documentary projects, 

the actors from “the theater of Noel Coward”—Tres 

Tristes Tigres came from nowhere, and embodies 

the first break of a film movement that was soon 

dammed by the military coup. JASoN SANDERS

Written by Ruiz, based on a play by Alejandro Sieveking. 
Photographed by Diego Bonacina. With Nelson Villagra, 
Shenda Román, Luis Alarcón, Delfina guszmán. (100 mins, 
In Spanish with English subtitles, B&W, 35mm, From BFI 
Collections, permission Valeria Sarmiento)

SuNdAy / 4.15.12
4:00tHe suspended vocation

RAúL RUIz (FRANCE, 1977)

(La vocation suspendue). “There is a phrase ascribed 

to both St. Augustine and Stalin: in a besieged citadel, 

all dissidence is treason,” notes Ruiz of this dizzying 

tale. “Thus my counter-argument: in order to survive, 

all institutions must behave as besieged citadels.” In 

this adaptation of a Pierre Klossowski novel, there 

exist three unfinished films by the Catholic Church 

from different eras, all documenting rival factions 

debating truth and interpretation. Suspended Voca-

tion is all three films as one; like the ideas of the 

characters in the films, the different actors, film stocks, 

and aesthetics also compete for supremacy. Here, 

it’s not just the Church that’s besieged, but cinema 

itself. JASoN SANDERS

Written by Ruiz, based on the novel by Pierre Klossowski. 
Photographed by Sacha Vierny. With gabriel gascon, 
Didier Flamand, Pascal Bonitzer, Maurice Bénichou. (107 
mins, In French with English subtitles, B&W, 16mm, From 
BFI Collections, permission Valeria Sarmiento)
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1. A Soldier’s Daughter Never Cries, 4.7.12

2. Mr. & Mrs. Bridge, 3.3.12

3. Le Divorce, 3.23.12

SuNdAy / 3.4.12
4:30José and pilar

MIgUEL gONçALVES MENDES (SPAIN, 2010)

iNTRoDuCTioN Orlanda de Azevedo

Orlanda de Azevedo was Instituto Camões’s Visiting Lecturer at UC Berkeley from 
2006 to 2011.

(José e Pilar). The Nobel Prize–winning Portuguese novelist and playwright 

José Saramago died in 2010, leaving behind a wealth of writings noted for their 

intelligence and style. José and Pilar, a portrait detailing the last years of his life, 

reveals the man behind the books. At its heart is the love story between Saramago 

and his Spanish wife, journalist Pilar del Río. Saramago muses, “I have ideas for 

novels and Pilar has ideas for life.” Amid a whirlwind of public presentations, 

Saramago thankfully finds time to work on The Elephant’s Journey, allowing us 

a glimpse into his creative process. 

Photographed by Daniel Neves. (117 mins, In Spanish and Portuguese with English subtitles, 
Color, Blu-ray, From Outsider Pictures)

With special thanks to the Camões Institute and U.C. Berkeley’s Department of Spanish  
and Portuguese.

A TRIBuTE TO 

José saraMaGo
(1922–2010)

SPECIAL EvENT

kevin 
brownlow 
ON 

napoleon
COPRESENTEd wITH THE SAN FRANCISCO  
SILENT FILM FESTIvAL

FRIdAy / 3.30.12
7:00 

kevin brownlow: “abel Gance’s  
NapoleoN, a restoration proJect  
spanninG a liFetiMe”
LivE MuSiC  Judith Rosenberg on Piano

Timed to coincide with the four screenings of Abel gance’s 1927 master-

piece Napoleon at the Paramount Theatre in Oakland (March 24–April 1),  

BAM/PFA and SFSFF are delighted to welcome British film historian 

Kevin Brownlow to the PFA Theater for a lecture on the restoration of 

the film. Don’t miss this rare chance to hear Brownlow, the first film 

historian ever honored with a special Academy Award, discuss the 

project, one that has preoccupied him for much of his prestigious career. 

His talk will be illustrated with scenes from the film, accompanied by 

Judith Rosenberg on piano.

Get More

For more information about the extremely rare screenings of  
Napoleon, presented by SFSFF with Carl Davis conducting the 
Oakland East Bay Symphony, visit silentfilm.org.

Purchase advance tickets for the lecture at bampfa.berkeley.edu.

http://silentfilm.org
http://bampfa.berkeley.edu
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SATuRdAy / 3.3.12
6:00Mr. & Mrs. bridGe 

JAMES IVORY (U.S., 1990) ARCHIVAL PRINT!

James Ivory’s adaptation combines two beloved books 

by Evan S. Connell. Paul Newman and Joanne Wood-

ward play Mr. and Mrs. Bridge, an upper-class couple 

living in Kansas City in the 1930s and 1940s. Trapped 

by a strict sense of decorum, they live emotionally 

isolated from each other and from their children. Order 

is kept by a constant vigilance, unpleasant events are 

stared down, tragic ones ignored or trivialized. And 

yet both Bridges glimpse another way to live. India 

takes painting classes, while Walter sings “Stout-

Hearted Man” in his car. This subtle, compassionate 

film retains the episodic nature of the book, while 

humanizing the characters.

Written by Ruth Prawer Jhabvala, based on the books by 
Evan S. Connell. Photographed by Tony Pierce-Roberts. 
With Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward, Margaret Welsh, 
Robert Sean Leonard. (124 mins, Color, 35mm, From 
george Eastman House, permission James Ivory)

FRIdAy / 3.23.12
8:30le divorce

JAMES IVORY (U.S., 2003)

One of Merchant-Ivory’s most sophisticated and 
entertaining features. JONATHAN ROSENBAUM

Le Divorce is a fast-paced, effervescent adaptation 

of Diane Johnson’s novel of manners, featuring two 

American sisters abroad. The aptly named Isabel Walker 

(in homage to Henry James) arrives in Paris to visit her 

pregnant sister, Roxie, who has married into a French 

family. As Roxie’s marriage disintegrates, Isabel begins 

a love affair with an older Frenchman, and becomes 

more chic with each passing night. As adventurous 

as Isabel Archer, Isabel Walker experiences culture 

clash when her American impulsiveness conflicts 

with French “cultivation” (translate as, “keeping up 

family appearances”). 

Written by Ivory and Ruth Prawer Jhabvala, based on the 
book by Diane Johnson. Photographed by Pierre Lhomme. 
With Kate Hudson, Naomi Watts, Stockard Channing, glenn 
Close. (117 mins, Color, 35mm, From 20th Century Fox)

SATuRdAy / 4.7.12
4:00 cHekHov For cHildren

SASHA WATERS FREYER (U.S., 2010)

iNTRoDuCTioN Phillip Lopate

A celebration of the joyous possibilities of arts 
education. TELLURIDE FILM FESTIVAL

In 1979, Phillip Lopate directed a Broadway version of 

Uncle Vanya—starring New York City fifth and sixth 

graders. Lopate found that the “hidden agendas” 

beneath Chekhov’s dialogue resonated with the young 

actors’ lives. Filmmaker Sasha Waters Freyer was 

one of the students involved with that production. 

Making this film thirty years later, she reconnected 

with many of her former classmates, who are shown 

in footage from the era as well as in contemporary 

interviews. For Freyer, the film’s final message is 

that “childhood animates our adult lives and it is 

through the arts that we all connect to this living 

childhood within us.”

(72 mins, Color/B&W, Digibeta, From Pieshake Pictures)

7:00a soldier’s dauGHter  
never cries
JAMES IVORY (U.S., 1998)

iN CoNvERSATioN James Ivory and Phillip Lopate

Kaylie Jones’s autobiographical novel, A Soldier’s 

Daughter Never Cries, is based on her life with her 

father, author James Jones (From Here To Eternity). 

James Ivory was drawn both to the saga of expatriate 

family life in Paris and to the character of Francis, a 

dramatic young boy. Told from the vantage point of 

the daughter, Channe, the film is broken into three 

chapters, each set in a different time and centered 

on an important person in Channe’s life—her adopted 

brother Billy, her school friend Francis, and her father. 

“Rarely has family life been presented with such refined 

precision” (TIFF).

Written by Ivory, Ruth Prawer Jhabvala, based on the book 
by Kaylie Jones. Photographed by Jean-Marc Faber. With 
Kris Kristofferson, Barbara Hershey, Leelee Sobieski, Jane 
Birkin. (124 mins, Color, In English and French with English 
subtitles, 35mm, From Universal)

If the phrase “Merchant Ivory Productions” is among the opening 

credits of a film, you are guaranteed that an intelligent, beautifully 

visualized film will follow. Director James Ivory, who was born 

in Berkeley and lived in India, had a long and fruitful collabora-

tion with producer Ismail Merchant, who was born in India and 

studied in America. Perhaps this cross-cultural exchange led 

them to one of their central themes, that of the expatriate, which 

often intertwines with another focus, the family. Throughout their 

fifty-year collaboration, Merchant (who died in 2005) and Ivory 

were best known for their adaptations of literature, including 

luscious visual renditions of Henry James’s The Europeans and 

E. M. Forster’s Howard’s End. Our tribute to James Ivory focuses 

on their adaptations of contemporary American novels,  Mr. and 

Mrs. Bridge, Le Divorce, and A Soldier’s Daughter Never Cries. 

Ivory’s “body of work really is literary, and not just because he 

has tackled such a remarkably diverse group of book adaptations. 

His films are literate in their own right, united by a style that 

overrides the source material ” (Janet Maslin).

As part of our ongoing series Afterimage: Filmmakers and Critics 
in Conversation, we are delighted that James Ivory will join us in 

conversation with renowned essayist Phillip Lopate  to discuss 

the art of adapting novels into films following the screening on 

Saturday, April 7. Lopate will also introduce a special screening 

of Chekhov for Children, a documentary that looks at the lasting 

impact of his projects with elementary-school children. Lopate’s 

books include Art of the Personal Essay, Notes on Sontag, and 

Totally Tenderly Tragically (film criticism); he runs the graduate 

nonfiction program at Columbia University. 

Kathy geritz, Film Curator

This presentation is part of our ongoing series Afterimage: Filmmakers and 
Critics in Conversation, which is made possible by generous funding from 
the Hollywood Foreign Press Association® and the continued support of 
the BAM/PFA Trustees. James Ivory’s visit is cosponsored by the Asian Art 
Museum, San Francisco. Special thanks to graeme Vanderstoel and Deborah 
Clearwaters.  

afterimage: 

JaMes ivory THREE FILMS FROM NOvELS
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Get More

For information on the Asian Art Museum’s event with  
James Ivory on April 8, please go to asianart.org.

Read an essay by Phillip Lopate at philliplopate.com/ 
novelsandfilms.html.

http://asianart.org
http://philliplopate.com/ novelsandfilms.html
http://philliplopate.com/ novelsandfilms.html
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Get More

Find expanded film notes and selected trailers on our website,  
bampfa.berkeley.edu.

Purchase advance tickets on our website, bampfa.berkeley.edu.

“What one loves most about Hawks, finally, is the aliveness of so many of his people.” 
—ROBIN WOOD

This series, which began in January and continues through mid-April, celebrates the 
work of one of the most-loved directors of classical Hollywood cinema, Howard Hawks 
(1896–1977). Our second installment of films includes many of his best works from 
the forties, fifties, and sixties, such as To Have and Have Not and The Big Sleep, both 
starring Humphrey Bogart and Lauren Bacall, and three masterful Westerns: Red River, 
often cited as one of the finest Westerns from the forties; Rio Bravo, a favorite of many 
leading critics and filmmakers; and the late-period El Dorado. We also present several 
restored and studio vault prints of Hawks’s most liberating comedies, including Ball of 
Fire, with an ensemble cast led by Barbara Stanwyck and gary Cooper; I Was a Male 
War Bride, featuring Cary grant and Ann Sheridan; Monkey Business with Cary grant 
and ginger Rogers; plus the gaudy and glorious classic Gentlemen Prefer Blondes, 
starring Marilyn Monroe and Jane Russell.

Hawks’s oeuvre has had and continues to have a broad influence on the history of 
cinema, in large part because of the remarkable unity of his style. We are grateful 
to the many studios and archives that have generously loaned 35mm prints for this 
major retrospective.

Susan Oxtoby, Senior Film Curator

howard hawks: The Measure of Man is timed to coincide with a UC Berkeley undergraduate course on 
Hawks taught by Marilyn Fabe of the Department of Film and Media. We wish to thank the following 
individuals and institutions for their assistance with this major retrospective: Regina Schlagnitweit, 
Austrian Film Museum; Rob Stone, Library of Congress; Anne Morra and Mary Keene, The Museum 
of Modern Art; Daniel Bish, george Eastman House; Todd Wiener and Steven Hill, UCLA Film and 
Television Archive; May Haduong, Academy Film Archive; Fleur Buckley, BFI/NFTVA; george Watson, 
BFI Distribution; Kristen MacDonald, Film Reference Library, TIFF Bell Lightbox; grover Crisp, Sony 
Pictures; Paul ginsburg, Universal; Caitlin Robertson, 20th Century Fox; Kent Youngblood, MgM; and 
Marilee Womack, Warner Bros. Archival and restored prints presented with support from the Packard 
Humanities Institute.

SuNdAy / 3.4.12
2:00ball oF Fire

HOWARD HAWKS (U.S., 1941)  RESTORED PRINT!

Within the wooded walls and fusty halls of the home graciously provided 

them by the Totten Foundation live and work eight mossy professors, 

researching and “updating” an encyclopedia that becomes obsolete 

faster than the pedants can down their morning prunes. Among them, 

Professor Potts (gary Cooper) stands out as the youngest, although 

perhaps the more priggish for his youth. At S for Slang, a field trip 

turns up Sugarpuss O’Shea (Barbara Stanwyck), a nightclub singer 

and gangster’s moll, whom the gentlemen adopt as their own Snow 

White. The sparks lit by this long-legged ball of fire under Cooper’s 

hilariously demure Potts make for a belated coming-of-age. JuDY BLoCh

Written by Billy Wilder, Charles Brackett, from the story “From A to z” by Wilder, 
Thomas Monroe. Photographed by gregg Toland. With gary Cooper, Barbara 
Stanwyck, Richard Haydn, Oscar Homolka. (111 mins, B&W, 35mm, From UCLA 
Film and Television Archive, permission Samuel goldwyn Trust)

TuESdAy / 3.6.12
7:00to Have and Have not

HOWARD HAWKS (U.S., 1944)

In this casual adaptation of a Hemingway novel, Humphrey Bogart plays 

a fishing boat captain in Vichy-controlled Martinique whose resolute 

refusal of political commitment is challenged when he’s called upon 

to help a friend. Hawks sought an actress who could match Bogart’s 

insolence and found her in Lauren Bacall, whom he fashioned into a 

husky-voiced, sideways-smiling star. The crackling energy between the 

two leads, and the byplay with supporting actors like Walter Brennan 

and Hoagy Carmichael, makes the wartime plot feel both exciting and 

almost irrelevant. Europe may be burning, but what matters is how 

Bacall asks for a light. JuLiET CLARK

Written by Jules Furthman, William Faulkner, from the novel by Ernest 
Hemingway. Photographed by Sidney Hickox. With Humphrey Bogart, Walter 
Brennan, Lauren Bacall, Hoagy Carmichael. (100 mins, B&W, 35mm, Permission 
Warner Bros.)
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TuESdAy / 3.13.12
7:00tHe biG sleep

HOWARD HAWKS (U.S., 1945) PRERELEASE VERSION 

STUDENT PICK!

We have come to expect the truth from The Word, but Hawks, and 

Raymond Chandler before him, busted through all that with The Big 

Sleep, whose population is at least fifty percent liars. Hawks’s classic is 

the only film to approach the gallows humor and abrasive romanticism 

of Chandler’s novel, with Bogart at his best as Marlowe, and Bacall as 

the fast-talking barker who invites him into an impossibly intricate web 

of blackmail and murder. Even Chandler couldn’t explain one of the 

killings, which in any case take a back seat to Marlowe’s more pressing 

task: unraveling the enigmatic psychologies of his enemies and so-called 

friends. We present the film in a 1945 prerelease version. JuDY BLoCh

Written by William Faulkner, Leigh Brackett, Jules Furthman, from the novel by 
Raymond Chandler. Photographed by Sidney Hickox. With Humphrey Bogart, 
Lauren Bacall, John Ridgely, Elisha Cook Jr. (116 mins plus 16 mins epilogue, 
B&W, 35mm, From UCLA Film and Television Archive, permission Warner Bros.)

TuESdAy / 3.20.12
7:00red river

HOWARD HAWKS (U.S., 1948)

Following a band of men and a river of cattle on the first great drive 

along the Chisholm Trail, Hawks creates a work of vastness and detail, 

attuned to the rhythms of the journey and of male relationships. John 

Wayne plays a cattleman of driving ambition and casual brutality who 

becomes a surrogate father to orphan Montgomery Clift. The saga of 

their bond and the dangerous rift that develops in it could be called 

Oedipal, but that would give short shrift to the film’s easy humor. Walter 

Brennan, ever the font of querulous wisdom, “knows more about men 

than anyone else,” but, as usual, it takes a woman to show the men 

some sense—with a gun. JuLiET CLARK

Written by Borden Chase, Charles Schnee, from the novel The Chisholm Trail by 
Chase. Photographed by Russell Harlan. With John Wayne, Montgomery Clift, 
Walter Brennan, John Ireland. (133 mins, B&W, 35mm, From MgM)

4

SATuRdAy / 3.24.12
6:00serGeant york

HOWARD HAWKS (U.S., 1941) 

Real-life World War I hero Alvin C. York reputedly insisted on gary 

Cooper to star in this biopic, a stirring, folksy fable of god and country 

that traces York’s conversion from hillbilly hell-raiser to upright Christian, 

then from biblical pacifist to battlefield patriot. In 1941 this tribute to 

York’s humble heroism helped assuage the conscience of a nation about 

to enter another war, but its ethical paradoxes are still ones to ponder. 

As York tells the commanding officer who tries to persuade him that 

killing can be a moral necessity, “You done give me a powerful lot to 

be a-thinkin’ about.” JuLiET CLARK

Written by Abem Finkel, Harry Chandler, Howard Koch, John Huston. 
Photographed by Sol Polito. With gary Cooper, Walter Brennan, Joan Leslie, 
george Tobias. (135 mins, B&W, 35mm, From Library of Congress, permission 
Warner Bros.)

SATuRdAy / 3.31.12
6:30i was a Male war bride

HOWARD HAWKS (U.S., 1949)  VAULT PRINT!

Hawks’s perennial theme of sexual role reversal was never more literal, 

and the bleak, cynical side of his humor rarely more blatant, than in this 

farce of bureaucratic frustration. Amid the rubble of postwar germany, 

French army captain Cary grant and American lieutenant Ann Sheridan 

argue their way into a romance based on what Sheridan diagnoses as 

“sex antagonism.” What ensues is all antagonism and no sex: thanks 

to the U.S. government, their wedding night is delayed indefinitely. 

After a cumulative series of humiliations, the alarming sight of grant 

in a skirt and a horsetail wig consummates the comedy. JuLiET CLARK

Written by Charles Lederer, Leonard Spigelgass, Hagar Wilde, from a story by 
Henri Rochard. Photographed by Norbert Brodine, Osmond H. Borrodaile. With 
Cary grant, Ann Sheridan, William Neff, Eugene gericke. (105 mins, B&W, 35mm, 
From BFI/NFTVA, permission 20th Century Fox)

8:35Monkey business
HOWARD HAWKS (U.S., 1952)  VAULT PRINT!

A pharmaceutical Fountain of Youth unleashes long-suppressed impulses 

in cautious chemist Cary grant and sensible wife ginger Rogers in this 

slapstick fable. Reprising elements of Bringing Up Baby, the film recalls 

Hawks’s own screwball prime while turning the stars into the kind of kids 

they probably never were. Even as it revels in the characters’ infantile 

1. The Big Sleep, 3.13.12

2. Ball of Fire, 3.4.12

3. To Have and Have Not, 
3.6.12 

4. I Was a Male War Bride, 3.31.12
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adventures, the script pits young-as-you-feel bromides against the 

sheer horrors of immaturity. grant’s character puts it pretty succinctly: 

“Maladjustment, near idiocy, and a series of low comedy disasters, 

that’s what youth is. I don’t see how anyone survives it.” JuLiET CLARK

Written by Ben Hecht, I. A. L. Diamond, Charles Lederer, from a story by Harry 
Segall. Photographed by Milton Krasner. With Cary grant, ginger Rogers, 
Charles Coburn, Marilyn Monroe. (97 mins, B&W, 35mm, From 20th Century Fox)

TuESdAy / 4.3.12
7:00tHe tHinG FroM anotHer world

CHRISTIAN NYBY (UNCREDITED: HOWARD HAWKS) (U.S., 1951)

Although he wasn’t credited as director, Hawks is widely acknowledged 

to have had a strong hand in this oft-remade science fiction classic, and 

the film’s brisk, cross-talking style and themes of professionalism and 

responsibility are undeniably Hawksian. At an isolated Arctic research 

station, a strange craft is discovered under the ice, its pilot an “intelligent 

carrot” whose rapid reproduction threatens not just the base but the 

entire planet. Hawks focuses less on the creature itself than on the tiny 

community’s reactions to it, with new allegiances forming and rifts 

opening as wonder crosses over into terror. JuLiET CLARK

Written by Charles Lederer, Hawks, from the story “Who goes There?” by John 
W. Campbell Jr. Photographed by Russell Harlan. With Kenneth Tobey, Margaret 
Sheridan, Douglas Spencer, Dewey Martin. (87 mins, B&W, 35mm)

TuESdAy / 4.10.12
7:00GentleMen preFer blondes

HOWARD HAWKS (U.S., 1953) STUDENT PICK!

You want bombshells? said Hawks’s musical comedy to the American 

public; I’ll give you Marilyn Monroe and Jane Russell dressed as some 

kind of sequined Amazons. You want Technicolor? I’ll blind you with 

brash reds and lurid purples. You want money? I’ll give you diamonds! 

Russell and Monroe are two golddiggers from Little Rock who prove that 

big rocks are a girl’s best friend. The film’s satire on the vulgarity of it all 

exposes a world of caricatures, but Hawks is good-natured: he admires 

his two professional Women, just as we cannot fail to admire Russell 

and Monroe, who excel at a smiling send-up of themselves. JuDY BLoCh

Written by Charles Lederer, from the play by Anita Loos, Joseph Fields, from the 
novel by Loos. Photographed by Harry J. Wild. With Marilyn Monroe, Jane Russell, 
Charles Coburn, Elliott Reid. (91 mins, Color, 35mm, From 20th Century Fox)

5

SATuRdAy / 4.14.12
8:00rio bravo

HOWARD HAWKS (U.S., 1959)

Suppose, for the sake of argument, a sheriff (John Wayne) is holed 

up in his own jailhouse with a surly prisoner, a cantankerous old man 

(Walter Brennan), a drunk (Dean Martin), a kid named Colorado (Ricky 

Nelson), and a pair of legs (belonging to Angie Dickinson) looking for 

black tights? Hawks had done serious Westerns . . . but here he sees 

the light and realizes that the Western is a gateway to paradise. Who 

cares if the circuit judge never gets to town? Who cares when there 

are cigarettes to be rolled, songs to be sung, and dialogue routines to 

be played out. DAviD ThoMSoN

Written by Jules Furthman, Leigh Brackett, from a story by Barbara Hawks 
McCampbell. Photographed by Russell Harlan. With John Wayne, Dean Martin, 
Walter Brennan, Angie Dickinson. (141 mins, Color, 35mm, permission Warner Bros.)

TuESdAy / 4.17.12
7:00el dorado

HOWARD HAWKS (U.S., 1967)

Hawks’s follow-up to Rio Bravo pushes both the humor and the violence 

of the first film to extremes. John Wayne and Robert Mitchum are old 

comrades once again allied with a youngster (James Caan) and a saloon 

girl to defeat the machinations of evil land-grabbers. The comedy 

ranges from the broad to the black, as in the superbly wry finale in 

which the two aging, dilapidated heroes are carted on a wheelbarrow 

to the scene of the showdown. For all the film’s slapstick flamboyance, 

the title “point[s] by contrast to the absence of any El Dorado in the 

characters’ lives—or their hopes” (Robin Wood). 

Written by Leigh Brackett, from the novel The Stars in Their Courses by Harry 
Brown. Photographed by Harold Rosson. With John Wayne, Robert Mitchum, 
James Caan, Charlene Holt. (126 mins, Color, 35mm, From UCLA Film and 
Television Archive, permission Paramount Pictures)

5. Rio Bravo, 4.14.12

6. Red River, 3.20.12
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FRIdAy / 3.9.12
7:00 Fable oF tHe FisH 

ADOLFO ALIX JR. (PHILIPPINES, 2011)

(Isda). Amidst a driving rainstorm and massive floods, a 

middle-aged woman living in the slums of Manila gives birth 

to a fish in Adolfo Alix Jr.’s tranquil, surreal Fable of the 

Fish. While at times satirical, the film does not romanticize 

the situation or turn overly surreal; the question is not 

why or how this happened, but how one copes with the 

absurdity of everyday life. Deftly weaving urban mythology 

with religious and political allegory, Fable is economical in 

movement and scope, and directed with extreme tenderness 

by the artist behind that festival favorite Adela. MiEL ALEGRE

Written by Jerry gracio. Photographed by Albert Banzon. With 
Bembol Roco, Cherry Pie Picache, Anita Linda, Rosanna Roces. (85 
mins, In Tagalog with English subtitles, Color, Video)

8:50 banG banG 
BYRON Q (U.S., 2010)

A serious and unflinching look at a side of Asian America 
that rarely gets portrayed in film. HYPHEN MAgAzINE

Bang Bang is the story of two Asian American teenagers 

dealing with deteriorating family lives and escalating gang 

violence. Thai Ngo, best known as real-life Portland rap artist 

Thai, debuts as a resilient Vietnamese youth looking for a 

way out of the gang life. He may find it in an unlikely outlet: 

hip-hop—but an escalating turf war may drag him back into 

the game. A film that “always rings with truth” (Hyphen 

Magazine), Bang Bang won the Best First Feature award at 

the 2011 Los Angeles Asian Pacific Film Festival. BEN WANG

Written by Byron Q. Photographed by Jeff Siljenberg. With Thai 
Ngo, David Hyunh, Jessika Van, Hoang Bui. (101 mins, Color, Video)

SATuRdAy / 3.10.12
4:00 Mr. cao Goes to wasHinGton 

S. LEO CHIANg  (U.S., 2011)

Mr. Cao Goes to Washington maps the twisted road that 

is American politics from the unique viewpoint of Joseph 

Cao, the first Vietnamese American to serve in the U.S. Con-

gress. Following Cao’s political trajectory as a congressman 

representing a predominantly black New Orleans district 

from the beginning of his first campaign to his struggles 

for reelection, the film is an absorbing character study 

of an idealist who must learn to deal with the realities of 

racial and partisan politics in the South, while not losing 

sight of his own beliefs. As the only nonwhite Republican in 

Congress—and as a Republican representing a Democratic 

district—Cao offers a singular perspective. JuSTiN ALBERT

Photographed by Bao Nguyen, Chiang. (75 mins, Color, Video)

6:10 i aM a GHost 
H.P. MENDOzA (U.S., 2011) 

H.P. Mendoza, the award-winning writer/director of Colma 

and Fruit Fly, returns with a surprising venture into macabre 

horror. Emily (Anna Ishida) is a beautiful ghost with a mys-

terious past, and Sylvia (Jeannie Barroga) is the medium 

hired to help Emily to the other side—and out of the house 

she’s currently haunting. With frosty cinematography and 

a meticulous mise-en-scène, Ghost foregoes well-worn 

horror theatrics and instead focuses on the significance of 

memory, and the arresting terror of routine existence. With 

his previous films, Mendoza invented the Asian American 

musical; with the almost Lynchian I Am a Ghost, he cre-

ates a more sophisticated, intellectually chilling style of 

horror. CuRRAN NAuLT

Written by Mendoza. Photographed by Richard Wong. With Anna 
Ishida, Jeannie Barroga, Rick Burkhardt. (72 mins, Color, Video)
 

8:30 sun beaten patH
SONTHAR gYAL (CHINA, 2011)

(Ulam kyi nima). This superb debut feature by the cinema-

tographer of Pema Tseden’s last two films, The Search 

and Old Dog, suggests that the New Tibetan Cinema is 

upon us. It’s a sort of road movie, focused on Nyma, an 

obviously disturbed young man who’s traveling from Lhasa 

back to his isolated home near golmud. Nyma’s arduous 

journey through guilt and grief is also, of course, a spiritual 

journey: a search for understanding about life and death. 

Sonthar gyal (who dedicates the film to his late father) had a 

Each year, the Center for Asian American Media brings 

us the best in contemporary cinema from Asia and 

the Asian diaspora. The thirtieth installment of this 

adventurous festival at the PFA Theater features films 

and documentaries from China, the Philippines, New 

zealand, Cambodia, South Korea, the United States, 

and a rarity from Burma. An intimate conversation 

with child star and playwright Cherylene Lee, a 

poetic meditation on the 2011 Japanese tsunami, 

an unusual look at a women’s prison in Kabul, and 

the epic Asian American indie feature In the Family 

round out a week of discoveries and revelations.

We anticipate having filmmakers and special guests 

in person at many of the screenings—please check 

bampfa.berkeley.edu for the latest updates. For 

even more national and regional cinema, alterna-

tive media, and special events, check the complete 

festival schedule at caamedia.org. 

Steve Seid, Video Curator

A presentation of the Center for Asian American Media. 
Program notes are adapted from the festival catalog.

Special admission prices apply: 

general admission: $12; CAAM and BAM/PFA members, 
UC Berkeley students: $10 (limit 2 tickets per person 
per program); Non-UC Berkeley students, seniors, 
and disabled persons: $11 (limit 1 ticket per person per 
program). Advance tickets for festival programs at the 
PFA Theater are available at the PFA Theater box office 
and BAM/PFA admissions desk, online, or by phone at 
(510) 642-5249. Please note that our second-feature 
discount does not apply to these programs. Tickets are 
nonrefundable, and may not be exchanged.

Get More

Find expanded film notes and selected trailers on 
our website, bampfa.berkeley.edu.

For information about festival screenings in San 
Francisco and San Jose or about purchasing 
PFA Theater tickets in San Francisco, visit the 
SFIAAFF website at caamedia.org.

san Francisco 
international  
asian aMerican  
FilM Festival

1. I Am a Ghost, 3.10.12

2. Sun Beaten Path, 3.10.12

http://bampfa.berkeley.edu
http://caamedia.org
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nomadic upbringing before teaching art and studying 

film. He learned his lessons well, including the life 

lessons. ToNY RAYNS, vANCouvER iNTERNATioNAL FiLM FESTivAL

Written by gyal. Photographed by Wang Meng. With Yeshe 
Lhadruk, Lo Kyi, Kalzang Rinchen, Lhakyed Ma (89 mins, In 
Tibetan & Mandarin with English subtitles, Color, Video)

SuNdAy / 3.11.12
4:00 tHe space in back oF you   

RICHARD RUTKOWSKI (U.S., 2011) 

The Space in Back of You is a poetic homage to 

Suzushi Hanayagi, a radical Japanese choreographer 

and dancer whose work influenced such artists as 

David Byrne, Anna Halprin, and longtime collaborator 

Robert Wilson, who simply calls her “my teacher.” 

Classically trained, Hanayagi was able to link East 

to West, broadening the definition of what classical 

or modern dance might be. As in Hanayagi’s striking 

work, the film’s beauty lies in the simplicity with 

which it handles a complex life, one punctuated by 

powerful performances, an international career, and, 

eventually, a debilitating disease. Undaunted, the 

eighty-three-year-old remarked, “I’m dancing in my 

mind.” CLAuDiA LEuNG

Photographed by Laela Kilbourn, Rutkowski . (66 mins, 
Color, Video)

PRECEDED BY: WhAT'S uP WiTh ThE FuTuRE! (Chickie 
Otani, U.S., 2010). An adorable yet poignant short doc about 
Otani and her longtime friend as they chuckle over a well-
ness magazine, deciding which accessories they may want 
someday in the future. (2 mins, Color, Video)

Total running time: 68 mins

6:00 scenes FroM a MeMoir  
witH cHerylene lee
iN CoNvERSATioN Cherylene Lee and  

 Stephen gong

Best known perhaps for her dance performance in 

Flower Drum Song, Cherylene Lee is an unsung Asian 

American showbiz pioneer with dozens of network 

television and Hollywood film credits during the 

1950s and 1960s. (None other than the great gene 

Kelly claimed that Cherylene was his favorite dancing 

partner.) A born storyteller, Cherylene conveys her 

experiences as a Chinese American child performer 

with candor and insight. Now a successful poet 

and playwright (Arthur and Leila; Carry the Tiger 

to the Mountain), Cherylene Lee joins us onstage to 

read from her new memoir, Just Like Really, and to 

reminisce with stills and clips from her remarkable 

career. STEPhEN GoNG

8:00 return to burMa  
MIDI z (TAIWAN, 2010)

(Guilai de ren). A Burmese laborer in Taiwan returns 

home, but feels like a stranger in a strange land, in 

this rare example of a feature film made and (sur-

reptitiously) shot in Burma. First-time director Midi 

z films the milieu he knows best: like his protagonist, 

he is an ethnic Chinese who moved from Burma to 

Taiwan when he was young. His fiction film, while 

preserving an ultra-realistic documentary feel, is also 

inspired by classic Taiwanese New Wave principles: 

he uses a largely still camera, with beautifully framed 

long takes and sequence shots that slowly reveal, 

with precise intensity, the essential reality of rural 

Burma at a critical moment of its history. ShELLY KRAiCER, 

vANCouvER iNTERNATioNAL FiLM FESTivAL

Written, photographed by Midi z. With Wang Shin-hong, 
Yang Shu-lan, Chou Jung-kuo. (84 mins, In Burmese with 
English subtitles, Color,Video)

wEdNESdAy / 3.14.12
7:00  tHe catcH   

RITHY PANH (CAMBODIA/FRANCE, 2011)

(Gibier d’élevage). The award-winning director of 

the classic documentary S21: Khmer Rouge Killing 

Machine returns to fiction filmmaking with this 

devastating adaptation of a Kenzaburo Oe story. 

Reset in Cambodia during the Vietnam War, it fol-

lows the relationship between a captured African 

American pilot and his child guards. One boy falls 

under the spell of the Khmer Rouge and becomes 

the captor of not only the pilot, but the entire village. 

“A boy is never a soldier in the beginning,” writes 

Panh of this heartbreaking, elemental tale, made in 

Cambodia, yet unfortunately universal. All it may 

take is a rifle, a red scarf, and a lifetime surrounded 

by violence. JASoN SANDERS

Written by Michel Fessler, Panh, based on the story by 
Kenzaburo Oe. Photographed by Prum Mesar. With Cyril 
guei, Chem Chuop, Soeum Chhoeum, Pruoch Chhoeum. 
(90 mins, In Cambodian with English subtitles, Color, 
35mm)

9:00 love criMes oF kabul
TANAz ESHAgHIAN (U.S., 2011)

In this intimate and immersive portrayal of Afghan soci-

ety and its treatment of women, the Emmy-nominated 

director Tanaz Esaghian goes where few journalists 

have ever been: Kabul’s Badam Bagh Women’s Prison. 

There she discovers the heartbreaking stories of its 

“moral prisoners,” who have been given lengthy prison 

sentences for premarital sex, running away from home, 

or adultery. Esaghian gains unprecedented access to 

the Afghan judicial system, and to those imprisoned 

for “crimes” barely noticed in other countries. The 

light-hearted yet absolute candor of these women 

is tinged by the anger, resentment, and proud sense 

of rebellion that is justifiably theirs. ShWETiKA BAiJAL

Photographed by Kat Patterson. (71 mins, In Dari & Pashto 
with English subtitles, Color, Video)

THuRSdAy / 3.15.12
7:00 tHere once was an island 

BRIAR MARCH (NEW zEALAND, 2010)

Al gore’s An Inconvenient Truth cautioned millions 

about the devastating effects of global warming. For 

the Takū people, who live on a small atoll off the coast 

of Papua New guinea, such effects are no longer 

conjecture, but reality. The Takū have retained their 

cultural traditions of sharing resources equally, and 

are the last in the world to practice their Polynesian 

religion. As their coastline begins to disappear beneath 

rising tides, they must choose whether to flee their 

3
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3. Return to Burma, 3.11.12

4. Cherylene Lee, 3.11.12 

5. Ryang-Kang-Do! Merry Christmas 
North!, 3.15.12

6. 11 Flowers, 3.16.12

6

homeland or remain on an island that may soon 

disappear. While Island does not propose solutions, 

the film reminds us that our personal and political 

decisions reverberate across the sea. RoBYNN TAKAYAMA

Photographed by March. (56 mins, In English & Takū with 
English subtitles, Color, Video)

PRECEDED BY: MoKE ACTioN (Aina Paikai, U.S., 2011).  From 
the University of Hawai'i film school comes the hilarious tale 
of a confrontation in Yuen's grocery on a hot afternoon. (5 
mins, In Pidgin English with English subtitles)

Total running time: 61 mins

8:45 ryanG-kanG-do! Merry 
cHristMas nortH!
KIM SUNg-HOON (SOUTH KOREA, 2010)

Christmas descends on a North Korean village in 

the form of a toy robot that evokes awe, desire, 

and jealousy in the area’s impoverished children. 

For little Jong-soo, the robot offers him sudden 

popularity and a chance to finally visit Pyongyang 

to aid his sick brother. A Christmas tale unlike any 

you’ve seen before, complete with a North Korean 

Santa Claus, some not particularly wise men, and a 

hoped-for winter’s journey to that promised land 

of glory (Pyongyang), this family-centric comedy/

melodrama (written by Jung Sung-san, a defector 

from North Korea) offers a rarely seen portrait of 

everyday North Koreans. 

Written by Jung Sung-san. Photographed by Ham Soon-ho. 
With Kim Whan-young, Joo Hae-ri, Lee Choong-hoon. (95 
mins, In Korean with English subtitles, Color, 35mm)

FRIdAy / 3.16.12
7:00 tHe tsunaMi and tHe  

cHerry blossoM 
LUCY WALKER (U.K., 2011)

The Japanese earthquake and tsunami last March 

have the dubious distinction of being the most visually 

documented disasters ever. Award-winning British 

filmmaker Lucy Walker (Waste Land) intersperses a 

small percentage of that footage with introspective 

sequences of the aftermath to create a meditation on 

the tenacity of hope. Contrasting the devastation of 

the earthquake with the simple beauty of the Japanese 

cherry blossom, The Tsunami and the Cherry Blos-

som captures the resilience of people after disaster. 

The rejuvenating Japanese ritual surrounding those 

fragile flowers signals the persistence of nature and 

the renewal of the spirit.

Photographed by Aaron Phillips. (40 mins, In Japanese 
with English subtitles, Color, Video)

PRECEDED BY: TWo SECoNDS AFTER LAuGhTER (David 
Rousseve, U.S./Indonesia, 2011). This original intersection of 
documentary, dance performance, and dream-like fantasy rei-
magines choreographer Sri Susilowati’s experience of leaving 
Indonesia through stunning cinematography, traditional Indo-
nesian dance, and postmodern Sundanese music. (16 mins, In 
Indonesian & Sundanese with English subtitles, Color, Video)

Total running time: 56 mins

8:25 11 Flowers  
WANg XIAOSHUAI (CHINA/FRANCE, 2011)

Like his fellow Sixth-generation filmmaker Jia zhangke, 

Wang Xiaoshuai (Beijing Bicycle; Shanghai Dreams) 

has learned much from Taiwanese master Edward 

Yang, whose work frequently places intimate family 

stories within a politically charged historical framework. 

Brimming with youthful energy and featuring lovingly 

detailed evocations of a specific time and place, 11 

Flowers demonstrates Wang’s deep engagement 

with mainland China’s complex cultural history. Set 

in a riverside community in southwest China in 1975, 

the film follows a young boy who negotiates the 

onset of puberty while trying to decipher the anxious 

whispering around him—of Red guards clashing with 

conservatives, and of a killer running loose in the 

woods. JoNAThAN L. KNAPP

Written by Wang, Lao Ni. Photographed by Dong Jinsong. 
With Liu Wenqing, Wang Jingchun, Yan Ni, zhang Kexuan. 
(110 mins, In Mandarin & Shanghainese with English 
subtitles, Color, 35mm)

SATuRdAy / 3.17.12
6:00 Give up toMorrow 

MICHAEL COLLINS (U.S., 2011)

An incredible story, beautifully and persuasively 
told. gUARDIAN UK

In the tradition of true-crime documentaries like 

Thin Blue Line comes Give Up Tomorrow, as grip-

ping as the best crime fiction. In 1997, two young 

sisters went missing on the Philippine island of Cebu. 

Burly teenager Paco Larrañaga, a Cebu native taking 

midterm exams at a Manila school, and six others 

were arrested for the kidnap, rape, and murder of 

the sisters, though most witnesses put Paco in Manila 

during the crimes. Give Up Tomorrow follows the 

harrowing and incredible journey of the Larrañaga 

family as they struggle to clear Paco, and offers an 

indictment of its own, one against a corrupt criminal 

justice system. FRAKo LoDEN

Photographed by Joshua Weinstein. (101 mins, In English, 
Filipino, and Spanish with English subtitles, Color, Video) 

8:00 in tHe FaMily  
PATRICK WANg (U.S., 2011)

Beautifully modulated and stylistically sui generis 
. . . one of the most accomplished and undersold 
directorial debuts this year. NEW YORK TIMES

In his remarkable directorial debut, Patrick Wang 

revitalizes independent Asian American filmmaking 

with the penetrating and wholly original In the Family. 

The film opens in Tennessee, where Joey (Patrick Wang) 

and Cody (Trevor St. John) are raising their precocious 

son Chip. A tragedy leaves Joey and Chip on their 

own and soon unravels Joey’s tenuous acceptance 

in Cody’s family. Eschewing formula and stereotype, 

Wang delivers a heartfelt story woven around child 

custody, two-dad families, parental loss, interracial 

relations, and the human side of the law. Rarely has 

the nature of what it means to be in a family been 

examined with such rewarding nuance. MiChAEL GuiLLEN

Written by Wang. Photographed by Frank Barrera. With 
Wang, Trevor St. John, Sebastian Brodziak, Brian Murray. 
(169 mins, Color, Video)
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The brown fedora and weathered leather jacket that transformed 

Harrison Ford into Indiana Jones. The angular red outfit a 

ghoulish Jackson wore in Michael Jackson’s Thriller. These 

and other iconic costumes designed by Deborah Nadoolman 

Landis have had an undeniable impact on both screen and 

street style. Yet Landis insists that her work has little to do with 

fashion. Instead, she has written, “a costume designer’s job is 

to discover who the people are in the screenplay”—costume 

is a means to evoke period, place, and personality, tailored 

to the shape of a film’s narrative and to the ever-changing 

composition on the screen.

Landis has worked with filmmakers as diverse as Steven Spiel-

berg, Louis Malle, and Costa-gavras, but her most frequent 

collaborator has been her husband, director John Landis. 

Along with Jackson’s famous red jacket, their work together 

has given us John Belushi in a toga (Animal House, 1978); 

Belushi and Dan Aykroyd in black hats and Ray-Bans (The 

Blues Brothers, 1980); Steve Martin, Chevy Chase, and Martin 

Short in sequined sombreros (¡Three Amigos!, 1986); and 

Eddie Murphy in African princely regalia (Coming to America, 

1988, for which she garnered an Oscar nomination). Their 

most recent film, Burke and Hare, opened in 2010.

A respected scholar and educator as well as an active designer, 

Professor Landis is the David C. Copley Chair and founding 

director of the David C. Copley Center for Costume Design at 

UCLA and the author of several books, including Dressed: A 

Century of Hollywood Costume Design, the upcoming Filmcraft/

Costume Design, and Divine Design: A Century of Motion 

Picture Costume Illustration. She joins us—accompanied on 

Friday by her distinguished colleague, costume designer 

Aggie guerard Rodgers—to talk about how, if clothes make 

the man, costume makes the character.

Juliet Clark

Behind the Scenes is a collaboration between BAM/PFA 
and the San Francisco Film Society. Major support is 
provided by the National Endowment for the Arts. Behind 
the Scenes is made possible in part by the continued 
support of the BAM/PFA Trustees.

THuRSdAy / 4.5.12
7:00deboraH nadoolMan landis 

on Hollywood costuMe:  
tHe Good, tHe bad, and tHe beautiFul

In this illustrated talk, Landis discusses costume and 

storytelling in the context of the exhibition Hollywood 

Costume that she is curating for London's Victoria and 

Albert Museum, scheduled to open in October. She 

also touches on her own work, both in feature films 

and groundbreaking music videos for Michael Jackson, 

whom she has called “one artist who understands 

the power of a costume.” Landis will be joined by 

her husband, director John Landis, to introduce their 

comedy, ¡Three Amigos!, which screens immediately 

after the talk and discussion, at 8:30.

Followed by:

¡tHree aMiGos! 
JOHN LANDIS (U.S., 1986)

iNTRoDuCTioN Director John Landis

Mistaking a plea to rescue a Mexican village for an 

offer to star in a new show, three washed-up silent-

screen cowboys (Steve Martin, Chevy Chase, and 

Martin Short) steal their costumes from the studio and 

head south in this extravagantly silly, casually surreal 

spoof. Resplendent in intricately embroidered suits, 

enormous spangled sombreros, and blazing scarlet 

cummerbunds, the clueless caballeros dazzle the 

dusty locals—but can these exuberant idiots outwit 

the villainous El guapo? Costume is central not just 

to the film’s cartoonlike style but to the climax of its 

plot: this must be the only Western ever to include 

the exhortation “Sew like the wind!” JuLiET CLARK

Written by Steve Martin, Lorne Michaels, Randy Newman. 
Photographed by Ronald W. Browne. Costume design by 
Deborah Nadoolman Landis. With Martin, Chevy Chase, 
Martin Short, Alfonso Arau. (104 mins plus lecture, Color, 
Blu-ray, Permission MgM)

FRIdAy / 4.6.12
7:00aMerican GraFFiti

gEORgE LUCAS (U.S., 1973)

iN CoNvERSATioN  
Costume designers Aggie guerard Rodgers and 
Deborah Nadoolman Landis

Aggie Guerard Rodgers has designed memorable 
costumes for many classic American films, including 
American graffiti, Star Wars Episode VI: Return of the 
Jedi, The Color Purple, Beetlejuice, and Benny & Joon. 
She joins Deborah Nadoolman Landis in conversation 
following the screening to discuss the challenges of 
the costume design process from script to screen.

“You can’t stay seventeen forever,” one teenager 

advises another in george Lucas’s vivid recollection of 

the summer of 1962, but American Graffiti preserves 

the end of innocence in an amber glow. As the film 

cruises through one long night in small-town Northern 

California, from dusk at Mel’s Drive-In to dawn over the 

golden Central Valley, Rodgers’s costumes establish 

each character’s place in the teen social taxonomy: 

buttoned-down college-bound boys, greasers with 

Camels rolled in their shirtsleeves, good girls in Peter 

Pan collars, gang members in matching jackets like a 

varsity team from an alternate universe. Like nostalgia 

itself, these looks, and these characters, are both 

specific and eternal. JuLiET CLARK

Written by Lucas, gloria Katz, Willard Huyck. Photographed 
by Jan D’Alquen, Ron Eveslage. Costume design by Aggie 
guerard Rodgers. With Richard Dreyfuss, Ron Howard, Paul 
Le Mat, Charles Martin Smith. (112 mins, Color, 35mm, From 
Universal)

Get More

For information on the San Francisco Film Society’s April 6 workshop with Landis, visit sffs.org/education.

Find expanded program notes and selected film trailers on our website, bampfa.berkeley.edu.

Purchase advance tickets on our website, bampfa.berkeley.edu.

beHind tHe scenes: tHe  
art and craFt oF cineMa

¡Three Amigos!, 4.5.12

costuMe desiGner 

deboraH
nadoolMan 
landis

http://sffs.org/education
http://bampfa.berkeley.edu
http://bampfa.berkeley.edu
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Documentary voices continues in March 

and April with recent films that document 

the aftermath of war and the costs of global 

development, as well as a village that time 

seems to have forgotten. From essay films 

to documentary-fiction hybrids, the series 

highlights the range of documentary styles 

and approaches being employed today. It is 

presented in conjunction with the UC Berkeley 

course History of Documentary Film, taught 

by Jeffrey Skoller. 

Kathy geritz, Film Curator

wEdNESdAy / 3.7.12
7:00 le Quattro volte

MICHELANgELO FRAMMARTINO (ITALY, 2010)

Nearly every shot contains a revelation, sneaky or overt, cosmic or 
mundane. A.O. SCOTT, NEW YORK TIMES

(The Four Times). Described by J. Hoberman as “grave, beautiful, aus-

terely comic, and casually metempsychotic,” Le Quattro Volte is set in 

southern Italy in the ancient mountainous region of Calabria. Virtually 

wordless, it chronicles cycles of life in a small village, from the death 

of an elderly sheepherder to the birth of a baby goat, from the falling 

of an aged tree to the making of charcoal. In the times between, we 

observe daily life—mundane details are seamlessly intermixed with 

imaginative moments, both made magical in Frammartino’s minimalism. 

Written by Frammartino. Photographed by Andrea Locatell. (88 mins, In Italian 
with English subtitles, Color, 35mm, From Kino Lorber, Inc.)

wEdNESdAy / 3.21.12
7:00 distinGuisHed FlyinG cross

TRAVIS WILKERSON (UNITED STATES, 2011)

iN PERSoN Travis Wilkerson

A father and his two sons sit at a table discussing the older man’s 

experiences as a helicopter pilot in the Vietnam War—these simple 

visuals, intercut with footage shot by soldiers, comprise the majority 

of the new film by Travis Wilkerson (An Injury to One). It is a talking 

film, a step towards a cure of our cultural amnesia regarding the war. 

For Wilkerson, the film “asks a simple question, also quite complex: 

what is a good man to do in a war that is clearly wrong?” 

(62 mins, Color, Digibeta, From the artist)

PRECEDED BY: FRAGMENTS oF DiSSoLuTioN  (Travis Wilkerson, U.S., 2011). The 
testimonies of four women reveal the high costs of U.S. poverty and wars, in this 
poetic, anguished essay film. (25 mins, B&W, Blu-ray, From the artist)

Total running time: 87 mins

1. Le Quattro Volte, 3.7.12

2. Distinguished Flying Cross, 
3.21.12

1

docuMentary voices 

2

wEdNESdAy / 4.11.12
7:00 24 city

JIA zHANgKE (CHINA, 2008)

(Er shi si cheng ji). Jia zhangke’s exquisite documentary-fiction hybrid 

examines a Chinese factory city being dismantled to make way for 

luxury apartment houses. For Jia, “history is always a blend of fact 

and imagination.” Its workers narrate how the city’s walls have come 

to embody China’s modern history. Fictionalized monologues, based 

on workers’ experiences but delivered by actors, are interwoven with 

real-life testimonies charting the factory’s activities from the Korean 

War to the present day. What emerges is an elegy to a bygone city 

whose physical structures may be erased by the march of capitalist 

development, but whose memories live on. Chi-hui YANG, SAN FRANCiSCo 

iNTERNATioNAL ASiAN AMERiCAN FiLM FESTivAL

Written by Jia, zhai Yongming. Photographed by Yu Lik Wai, Wang Yu. With Joan 
Chen, Lu Liping, zhao Tao, Chen Jianbin. (107 mins, In Mandarin with English subtitles, 
Color, 35mm, From Cinema guild)

wEdNESdAy/ 4.18.12
7:00 Granito: How to nail a dictator

PAMELA YATES (U.S., 2011)

Doesn’t simply relate history; it is also part of history. STEPHEN HOLDEN, 

NEW YORK TIMES

As a young woman, documentary filmmaker Pamela Yates traveled to 

guatemala to document the indigenous peasant revolution against the 

military government. She was granted incredible access to both the 

insurgents and the military, and the resulting interviews and footage 

became her 1984 film, When the Mountains Tremble. Twenty-five years 

later, she returns to her original footage to help make a legal case 

against the former guatemalan dictator, to hold him accountable for 

genocide. Yates, forensic scientists, family members of the murdered, 

and a Spanish lawyer are all revealed as “granitos,” or grains of sand, 

contributing to the pursuit of justice.

(93 mins, Color, Blu-ray, From Skylight Pictures)
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cine/spin: 
TOTALLy SuRREAL, TOTALLy
Presented with the BAM/PFA Student Committee

Cal DJs take on films from the PFA Collection, spinning solo or team-

tampering with an ever-changing array of silent and silenced works. 

Join us for this BAM/PFA tradition.

THuRSdAy / 4.12.12
7:30 tHe blood oF a poet

JEAN COCTEAU (FRANCE, 1930)

LivE MuSiC UC Berkeley Student DJs
PLuS SuRPRiSE SuRREAL ShoRTS!

(Le sang d’un poète) Surrealism is the art of prefab delirium. The 

pregnant pause gestates wildly. Dreams intrude on waking life. The 

sleep of reason triumphs. Surprise. Confusion. Delusion. Totally. Jean 

Cocteau’s fever dream The Blood of a Poet steps through the mirror of 

our unconscious and into an inscape of crazed hallucination. Cocteau, 

who was a painter as well as a filmmaker, denied that The Blood of a 

Poet was a Surrealist film. But not to worry: by the time our quartet 

of Cal DJs spins their sonic spell over Cocteau’s irrational reverie, we’ll 

be far beyond any state of denial. STEvE SEiD

Directed, written and narrated by Jean Cocteau. Photographed by georges 
Perinal. With Enrique Rivero, Lee Miller, Jean Desbordes. (55 mins, B&W, 16mm, 
PFA Collection)

Total running time: c. 80 mins

wEdNESdAy / 3.7.12

THRONE OF BLOOd
AKIRA KUROSAWA (JAPAN, 1957)

wEdNESdAy / 3.14.12

vERTIgO 
ALFRED HITCHCOCK (U.S., 1958)

wEdNESdAy / 3.21.12

TO kILL A MOCkINgBIRd
ROBERT MULLIgAN (U.S., 1962)

wEdNESdAy / 4.4.12

REd dESERT
MICHELANgELO ANTONIONI (ITALY/
FRANCE, 1964)

wEdNESdAy / 4.11.12

PLAyTIME
JACQUES TATI (FRANCE, 1967)

wEdNESdAy / 4.18.12

AdAPTATION
SPIKE JONzE (U.S., 2002)

wEdNESdAy / 4.25.12

dRACuLA: PAgES FROM  
A vIRgIN’S dIARy
gUY MADDIN (CANADA, 2002)

A uC BERKELEY CouRSE oPEN To ThE PuBLiC AS SPACE PERMiTS

WEDNESDAYS AT 3:10 / LECTuRES BY MARiLYN FABE

Marilyn Fabe is senior lecturer in film and media at UC Berkeley

Each film we’ll study in Film 50 this semester makes prominent use of 
another art form: theater, literature, painting, dance, music, architecture, 
photography. In film studies, we often ask, “To what extent is cinema 
a synthesis of all the other arts, and to what extent is it a separate art 
form, with its own unique and specific expressive possibilities?” “How 
are the art forms that preceded film transformed or modified once 
they are incorporated into the film medium?” 

This series is sold out, but there are a limited number of rush tickets 
for each screening available at the door. 

FilM 50: 
History oF 
cineMa
FILM ANd THE OTHER ARTS

Get More

Find full program notes on our website, bampfa.berkeley.edu.

1. Dracula: Pages From A Vigin's Diary, 4.25.12

1

http://bampfasc.org
http:// bampfa.berkeley.edu
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MArCh is MeMBer APPreCiAtion Month!
Because You Matter to Us 

We celebrate you this March with special offers 
and additional benefits. Your support makes 
everything that we do possible. on behalf of  
all of us at BAM/PFA, thank you!

✽	 increased discounts at East Bay Discount  
Club partners, including Kala Art institute  
and vintage Berkeley

✽	 The chance to win one of ten State of Mind 
catalogs in a members-only raffle

✽	 A special, limited-time offer at Peet’s 
Coffee 

✽	 Free admission or special benefits at muse-
ums throughout the Bay Area, including the 
Asian Art Museum, Contemporary Jewish 
Museum, SFMoMA, uC Berkeley Botanical 
Garden, YBCA, and more

✽	 Advance, discounted San Francisco 
international Film Festival tickets

     and much more!

For details, visit our web page,  
bampfa.berkeley.edu/join

2012 BAM/PFA 

gala
honoring

cissie swig
tuesday, may 1, 2012

BAM/PFA’s annual gala and auction is the place for 
cutting-edge contemporary art. 

Proceeds support BAM/PFA’s dynamic art, film, and 
educational programs.

We welcome absentee bids. Please visit the gala website: 
bampfa.berkeley.edu/gala

Contact: Ben Castanon (510) 642-7496 or bcastanon@berkeley.edu

«

Ryan Mcginley: Amanda (Breeze Meadow), 2011; c-print, edition of three; 48 × 72 in.

Special thanks to Christie’s and 
George McNeely, gala auctioneer 

Thanks to Duckhorn,  
red wine sponsor 

Thanks to Blue Angel ® vodka, 
signature cocktail
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Support Art & Film

MeMber event

SATuRdAy / 3.10.12 / 1:00

COLLECTORS’ CIRCLE: ARTISTS’ STudIO vISITS

Join Director Lawrence Rinder, Chief Curator 
Lucinda Barnes, and Curatorial Assistant Dena 
Beard for exclusive behind-the scenes tours of the 
studios of three exceptional Bay Area artists: Linda 
geary, Kamau Amu Patton, and David Wilson. Meet 
the artists, view their work, and learn more about 
their practices. In the season’s final Collectors’ 
Circle event in April, you will decide which works by 
these artists to acquire for the museum’s collection.

Not a Collectors’ Circle member? Upgrade by 
calling us at (510) 642-5186 to attend the Artists’ 
Studio Visits. We will add twelve months to your 
current membership, and you will immediately 
enjoy the additional benefits of this higher level!

Questions or comments? Contact us at (510)  
642-5186 or bampfamember@berkeley.edu.

not a MeMber? 

Three easy ways to join:

✽	 Call us at (510) 642-5186

✽	 Visit bampfa.berkeley.edu/join

✽	 Stop by the BAM/PFA admissions desk or  
        PFA Theater box office

P
ho

to
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y 
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m
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.

http://bampfa.berkeley.edu/join
http://bampfa.berkeley.edu/gala
mailto:bcastanon%40berkeley.edu?subject=
mailto:bampfamember%40berkeley.edu?subject=
http://bampfa.berkeley.edu/join
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7:00 To Have and Have Not  
HAWKS P. 18

7
3:10 Throne of Blood 

Lecture by Marilyn Fabe  
FILM 50 P. 26

7:00 Le Quattro Volte  
DOCUMENTARY VOICES P. 25

12 13
7:00 The Big Sleep HAWKS P. 19

14
3:10 Vertigo 

Lecture by Marilyn Fabe  
FILM 50 P. 26

7:00 The Catch SFIAAFF P. 22

9:00 Love Crimes of Kabul  
SFIAAFF P. 22

19 20
7:00 Red River HAWKS P. 19

21
3:10 To Kill a Mockingbird  

Lecture by Marilyn Fabe  
FILM 50 P. 26

7:00 Distinguished Flying Cross 
Travis Wilkerson in person  
DOCUMENTARY VOICES P. 25

26 27

 
 

28

MON TuE wEd

STATE OF MIND P. 6

HIGH WALL P. 13

SERGEANT YORK P. 19



29  BAM / PFAGALLERIES ALWAYS FREE FOR BAM/PFA MEMBERS

12:15 guided Tour STATE OF MIND P. 10

7:00 The Dark Past FILM NOIR P. 12

8:40 Shockproof FILM NOIR P. 12

Free First Thursday

galleries free all day 

7:00 Mysteries of Lisbon RUIz P. 14

7:30 Music & Film: The  
goat Family & Beige L@TE P. 4

galleries open until 9:00

6:00 Mr. & Mrs. Bridge JAMES 
IVORY P. 17

8:30 Three Lives and Only One Death  
RUIz P. 14

4/SuN
2:00 guided Tour STATE OF MIND P. 10

2:00 Ball of Fire HAWKS P. 18

4:30 José and Pilar 
Introduced by  
Orlanda de Azevedo  
TRIBUTE TO SARAMAgO P. 16

1/THR 2/FRI 3/SAT

8
12:15 guided Tour STATE OF MIND P. 10

7:00 High Wall NOIR P. 13

9
5:30 Christian Nagler RE@DS P. 5

7:00 Fable of the Fish SFIAAFF P. 21

7:30 Edmund Campion L@TE P. 4

8:50 Bang Bang SFIAAFF P. 21

galleries open until 9:00

10
4:00 Mr. Cao Goes to Washington  

SFIAAFF P. 21

6:10 I Am a Ghost SFIAAFF P. 21

8:30 Sun Beaten Path SFIAAFF P. 21

Collectors’ Circle Studio Visits  
MEMBER EVENT P. 27

11
2:00 guided Tour STATE OF MIND P. 10

4:00 The Space in Back of You  
SFIAAFF P. 22

6:00 Scenes from a Memoir 
Cherylene Lee in conversation 
with Stephen gong SFIAAFF P. 22

8:00 Return to Burma SFIAAFF P. 22

15
12:15 guided Tour STATE OF MIND P. 10

7:00 There Once Was an 
Island SFIAAFF P. 22

8:45 Ryang-Kang-Do! Merry 
Christmas North!  SFIAAFF P. 23

16
5:30 Ariel goldberg RE@DS P. 5

7:00 The Tsunami and the Cherry 
Blossom SFIAAFF P. 23

7:30 Flashback 1970s:  
Linda Mary Montano,  
Jim Melchert,  
Adam II L@TE P. 4

8:25 11 Flowers SFIAAFF P. 23 

galleries open until 9:00

17
1:30 Sign-Language Interpreted 

Tour STATE OF MIND P. 10

6:00 Give Up Tomorrow  
SFIAAFF P. 23

8:00 In the Family SFIAAFF P. 23

 

18
2:00 guided Tour STATE OF MIND P. 10

6:00 Time Regained Introduced by 
Larry Bensky RUIz P. 14

Please note that the streets surround-
ing BAM/PFA will be closed between 
6:00 a.m. and 5 p.m. for the UC Berkeley 
Road Race Weekend.

22
12:15 guided Tour STATE OF MIND P. 10

7:00 Where the Sidewalk Ends  
FILM NOIR P. 13

23
5:30 Brian Ang RE@DS P. 5

6:45 The Hypothesis of the Stolen 
Painting RUIz P. 15

7:30 Here Is Always Somewhere Else   
L@TE P. 4

8:30 Le Divorce JAMES IVORY P. 17

galleries open until 9:00 

24 
6:00 Sergeant York HAWKS P. 19

8:35 Strange Illusion FILM NOIR P. 13

25

29 30
7:00 Kevin Brownlow on 

Napoleon SPECIAL EVENT P. 16

31
6:30 I Was a Male War Bride  

HAWKS P. 19

8:35 Monkey Business HAWKS P. 19

1/APR
2:00 guided Tour STATE OF MIND P. 10

STRANGE ILLUSION P. 13
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7:00 The Thing from Another World  

HAWKS P. 20

4/wEd
3:10 Red Desert  

Lecture by Marilyn Fabe  
FILM 50 P. 26

7:00 Penal Colony followed by  
A TV Dante: Cantos 9–14  
RUIz P. 15

9 10
7:00 Gentlemen Prefer Blondes  

HAWKS P. 20

11
3:10 Playtime 

Lecture by Marilyn Fabe  
FILM 50 P. 26

7:00 24 City DOCUMENTARY VOICES  
P. 25

16 17
7:00 El Dorado HAWKS P. 20

18
12:00 gallery Talk: Dickran Tashjian  

TABLES OF CONTENT P. 10

3:10 Adaptation 
Lecture by Marilyn Fabe  
FILM 50 P. 26

7:00 Granito: How to Nail a Dictator  
DOCUMENTARY VOICES P. 25

23   
SFIFF @ BAM/PFA  
through May 3 BACK COVER

24
SFIFF @ BAM/PFA  
through May 3 BACK COVER

25
3:10 Dracula: Pages from  

a Virgin’s Diary 
Lecture by Marilyn Fabe  
FILM 50 P. 26

SFIFF @ BAM/PFA  
through May 3 BACK COVER

30
SFIFF @ BAM/PFA  
through May 3 BACK COVER

1/MAy
SFIFF @ BAM/PFA  
through May 3 BACK COVER

2
SFIFF @ BAM/PFA  
through May 3 BACK COVER

AMERICAN GRAFFITI P. 24

GENTLEMEN PREFER BLONDES P. 20

BOB BOX ARCHIVE P. 8



31  BAM / PFAGALLERIES ALWAYS FREE FOR BAM/PFA MEMBERS

5/THR
12:15 guided Tour STATE OF MIND P. 10

7:00 Deborah Nadoolman Landis 
on Hollywood Costume, 
followed by ¡Three Amigos!  
Introduced by John Landis  
BEHIND THE SCENES P. 24

Free First Thursday

galleries free all day

6/FRI
7:00 American Graffiti 

Aggie guerard Rodgers and 
Deborah Nadoolman Landis  
in conversation  
BEHIND THE SCENES P. 24

7/SAT
4:00 Chekhov for Children 

Introduced by Phillip 
Lopate JAMES IVORY P. 17

7:00 A Soldier’s Daughter Never Cries  
James Ivory and Phillip Lopate 
in conversation JAMES IVORY P. 17

8/SuN
2:00 guided Tour STATE OF MIND P. 10

12
12:15 guided Tour STATE OF MIND P. 10

7:30 The Blood of a Poet CINE/
SPIN P. 26

13
5:30 Ted Rees RE@DS P. 5

7:00 Caught FILM NOIR P. 13

7:30 Amy X Neuburg  L@TE P. 4

8:50 Criss Cross FILM NOIR P. 13

galleries open until 9:00

14
6:00 Tres Tristes Tigres RUIz P. 15

8:00 Rio Bravo HAWKS P. 20

15
12:00 The Sun (Part Two) E@RLY P. 4

3:00 gallery Conversation  
STATE OF MIND P. 10

4:00 Suspended Vocation RUIz P. 15

6:15 Dark City FILM NOIR P. 13

BAMscape closes P. 5

19
12:15 guided Tour STATE OF MIND P. 10

20
San Francisco International Film 
Festival @ BAM/PFA  
through May 3 BACK COVER

Check our website beginning  
March 28 for the schedule

21
Cal Day

galleries free all day

SFIFF @ BAM/PFA  
through May 3 BACK COVER

22
2:00 guided Tour STATE OF MIND P. 10

SFIFF @ BAM/PFA  
through May 3 BACK COVER

26
12:15 guided Tour STATE OF MIND P. 10

SFIFF @ BAM/PFA  
through May 3 BACK COVER

27

SFIFF @ BAM/PFA  
through May 3 BACK COVER

28

SFIFF @ BAM/PFA  
through May 3 BACK COVER

29
1:00 guided Tour STATE OF MIND P. 10

2:00 Panel Discussions STATE OF MIND  
P. 10

SFIFF @ BAM/PFA  
through May 3 BACK COVER

3
SFIFF @ BAM/PFA  
through May 3 BACK COVER

4 5 6

STATE OF MIND P. 6



UC Berkele y Art MUseUM & PACifiC filM ArChive bampfa.berkeley.edu

PLAN YouR viSiT 

bampfa.berkeley.edu  
(510) 642-0808

For information on parking, 
transportation, and accessibility,  
go to bampfa.berkeley.edu/visit.

MuSEuM ENTRANCES  
2626 Bancroft Way  
& 2621 Durant Ave.
PFA ThEATER  
2575 Bancroft Way
GALLERY houRS  
Wed–Sun 11-5  
Extended hours on selected  
Fridays, see calendar

GALLERY ADMiSSioN

Free BAM/PFA members, 
 UC Berkeley students/  
 faculty/staff, 12 & under
$10 general admission
$7 Non-UC Berkeley students,  
 65+, disabled persons,  
 ages 13–17 

Free admission the first Thursday  
of every month. 

Reservations required for group visits. 
sgvisits@berkeley.edu
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Volume XXXVl Number 2. Published bimonthly by the University of California, Berkeley. Produced indepen-
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PFA ThEATER ADMiSSioN*

$5.50 BAM/PFA members, 
UC Berkeley students
$9.50 general admission
$6.50 UC Berkeley faculty/staff, 
non-UC Berkeley students, 65+,  
disabled persons, 17 & under

ADDiTioNAL FEATuRE $4.00
*Unless indicated otherwise

PFA ThEATER TiCKET SALES

oNLiNE bampfa.berkeley.edu
BY PhoNE (510) 642-5249
iN PERSoN

Tickets available daily 11 a.m.–5 p.m.  
at BAM/PFA admissions desk,  
2626 Bancroft Way, and one hour  
before showtime at the PFA Theater  
box office, 2575 Bancroft Way

PFA 24-hR RECoRDED iNFoRMATioN  
(510) 642-1124
PFA TiCKET & PRoGRAM iNFoRMATioN  
(510) 642-1412

L@TE: FRiDAY NiGhTS @ BAM/PFA

After 5 p.m., general admission is $7. 
L@TE admission free with a ticket 
stub from same-day PFA screening 
or gallery visit.

PFA LiBRARY & FiLM STuDY CENTER  
Mon–Wed, 1–5;  (510) 642-1437

CESAR CHAVEZ 

STUDENT CENTER

ZELLERBACH HALL

MLK STUDENT

UNION

ESHLEMAN

BARROWS HALL

HEARST GYMNASIUM
BANCROFT 
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COURTS
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BOALT LAW SCHOOL

KROEBER HALL

WURSTER HALL

HARGROVE 
MUSIC LIBRARY

SPROUL
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UNIT 1 RESIDENCE HALLS
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theater

museum 
store

film   
library

cafe

MuSEuM STORE 
wed–sun 11–5 (510) 642-1475 store.bampfa.berkeley.edu 

visitor inFo

sFiFF
55TH SAN 
FRANCISCO 
INTERNATIONAL 
FILM FESTIvAL  
@ bam/pfa

April 20–May 3

in late April, BAM/PFA becomes the East Bay venue for the San Francisco 
international Film Festival. We don’t know the lineup yet, but when we do, 
here’s how you can find out what’s playing. 

BAM/PFA and San Francisco Film Society members may view program notes 
and purchase tickets through the Film Society’s website starting on Friday, 
March 23, before titles are announced to the general public. Go to sffs.org and 
click on the members’ box office link. 

Titles are publicly announced the afternoon of Wednesday, March 28. visit 
our website at bampfa.berkeley.edu or pick up a festival guide at the museum 
or PFA Theater. 

Tickets go on sale to the general public on Friday, March 30. 

Special admission prices apply: General admission: $13
BAM/PFA and San Francisco Film Society members: $11 
Students, seniors, and disabled persons: $12

Please note that our second-feature discount does not apply to these programs. 
Tickets are nonrefundable, and may not be exchanged. Cinevouchers may not 
be redeemed in person at the PFA Theater.

Advance tickets for PFA Theater screenings only are sold at the BAM/PFA 
admissions desk (daily, 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.) and at the PFA Theater box office 
(starting one hour before the first showtime of each day). Tickets can also be 
purchased online at bampfa.berkeley.edu or by phone at (510) 642-5249 up 
to one day before the program.

For further ticket or program information about PFA Theater screenings, please 
phone (510) 642-1412. Tickets for all festival venues, along with information 
about purchasing non-PFA Theater tickets in person or by phone, are available 
from the festival website, sffs.org.

http://bampfa.berkeley.edu
http://bampfa.berkeley.edu
http://bampfa.berkeley.edu/visit
mailto:sgvisits%40berkeley.edu?subject=
http://sffs.org
http://bampfa.berkeley.edu
http://sffs.org

